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PRlE:F ACE 

(a) Prefatory Remarks: I intend a critical comparison of (i) Buberws 

thought, as found especially in tI and Thou', a volume many believe to 

have influenced Contemporary Western Theology more than any other~ and 

(ii) Upanisadic thought, as the heart of Vedanta, which is, these days, 
• 

recognized as orthodox Hinduism. 

I am therefore in some way comparing two traditions and dis-

closing connnon ground as well as terrain peculiar to each'. Especially 

will my concern be with the respective teachings about 'the person'. 

By intention will be merely to compare, and to let these comparisons 

talk for themselves. Nevertheless, since Euber was familiar with the 

Upanisads, and since he self-avowedly underwent a Toaist phase, and 

since there are one or two quotations from the Upani~ads in 'I and Thou', 

as well as elsewhere, I would like, however tentatively, to hint at 

an influence on Buber's thought of Upani sadi.c no tions - and hence, 
o 

however cautiously, to gesture at a possible influence in Contemporary 

Western Theology of the central 1I1Ldian tradition. This gesturing will 

be no more than gesturing: I will nowhere argue the historical Case. 

My interest is not with history, but merely to relate the teachings in 

question, with, as I have said above, an especial stress on points 

at which these teachings broach a doctrine of ·personality'. 

If my intention has an aim above all others, it is, speaking 

most generally, to throw some light on the metaphysic of vpersonality' 

as a strand in what has been dUbbed - the Ehilosophia perennis. 
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(b) Note on £O:i:ethod: Ny method has three parts: (i) a statement of 

certain aspects of Buber~s thought, as found most especially in ~I and 

~~; (ii) an illustration of similar aspects embedded T.-7ithin the 

Upanisads; (iii) ~~ appraisal of,' ~.d contrary views about, first of 
• 

all, Buber, &,d seco~dly, the general teaching expressed in these 

comparisons. 

1. intend also to introduce one or two notions which are not 

to be found in either system or, at best, are there by implication 

only. 

In general, I will be treating Upanisadic teaching as though . 
it were a coherent whole, a point about which, I am fully aware, much 

di~pute has raged. Any further statement of my position in t~is dispute 

will be left to the section dealing essentially "in th the- Upa..'1isads; and 

for the first section, which attempts a statement of Buber 9 s teaching 

on the topic in question, it is irnporta'1.t only to note that without 

much doubt, Buber will have addressed the teaching as such a whole. 

My method will therefore be to compare BUberos thinking with that found 

in the thirteen major Upanisads, and, occasionally, wi th my Olm. thought 

upon the subjecto One need, therefore, at this point make no further 

assumptions about 'the unity of these H~ndu scriptures. 

(c) !!cknowledgements~ I would like to thank Dr. J., Arapura ~.;rho 

supervised my work for much of its duration, and whose friendship and 

encouragement have been beyond valueo I am also sincerely grateful to 

Dr. Po Younger and, latterly, Dro J~ C. Robertson, ~10 have seen me 

through the last, and perhaps most strenuous phases of this study. ~~at-
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ever 'iJorth this '\~ork may have is, in large part, due to their assistance 

and cri ticism. 

Finally, for her constant presence in so many ways, I will 

always be grateful to my fiaJ."I.cee, wi thout whom this work would not have 

bGgun. 

(d) Note on References: For the convenience of those.readers who desire 

immediate information about quotctions they are reading~ I have followed 

each quote with a bracketted note about its sourcee The statutory 

system of referencing will be found at the back of the worko 
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MARTIN BUBER 

CHAPTER I 

EXPOSITION AND ELABORATION OF BUBER'S ARGUMENT 

(i) Introductory Sketch: I will argue in this way. Buber has 

striven to maintain that correct analysis of the autonomy of persons 

must be in terms of the uniqueness lof individuals. This has led him to 

argue that the situation in which the referent of personal pronouns 

about another individual is known, is necessarily a relation-situation. 

But, I hope to show, he has also recognized the logic of person-

language to be other than the logic of language about individuals, in 

that the former is about unbounded beings, and the latter about bounded 

ones. The tlEternal 1.!:!2.!:!", or God, he especially recognized to be about 

a being Who transcends all limitaticm. If this is so, I will argue, in 

pointing to what I believe to be a fundamental difference between Buber 

and Upanisadic thought, the situaticm in which a person is known cannot . 
be one of relation, but that si tuati.on against which Buber rails as 

"mysticism". In other words, I will suggest the Upanisads to be a 
• 

corrective to Buber's pitfalls. Let: us now examine Buber's argument in 

detail. 

(ii) Exposition of Buber's Argument: Buber talks of two 

primary words, ttl-Thou" and "I-It", an understanding of which is an 

understanding of the human s1 tuation and thereby of the human person. 

1 
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"To man the world is two-fold in accordance wi th hi s 
j 

:twofold atti tude". 

(the opening words of "I & Thou"); and this "twofold attitude", which 

he expressed in expressing the two primary words, exhaust the possibil-

ities open to him, it totally circumscribes man's factual nature. Once 

he has said "I-Thou" and "I-It" he has said all that he can say, and 

left nothing unsaid: once, that is, he has said both terms of any 

situation, he has said all that can be said about that situation. 

In speaking further on the nature of thes,e words or modes of 

personal expression, Buber says: 

··Primary words do not signify things, but they 
intimate relations. 
Primary words do not descr! be something that 
might exi st independently of them, but being 
spoken they bring about exi littence. 
Primary words are spoken fro'm the being. 
If ~ is said, the I of the combination 
I-Thou is said along with it. 
If !! is said, the 1 of the cominbation l=l! 
is said along with it. 
The primary word I-Thou can only be spoken wi th 
the whole being. 
The primary word I-It can never be spoken with 
the whole being.~--rBuber; 1 and Thou; p- 3) 

In this statement we have in full the rudiments of theory which Buber 

will proceed to expound; and the few strands relating to his theory of 

'persons' I now intend to investigat'e. 

As the se l.rords make clear, Buber's system gives a role of central 

importance to the concept of tvrelatit:m". "Primary words", he says, "do 

not signify things, but they intimatt~ relations". Moreover, "In the 

beginning is relation", an aphorism ,,,hich, if supplemented by the further 

words, "All ~ living is meeting,,3~:1l; italics, mine), points to a 

belief that the primitive situation ilS a "relationa, situation. For Buber, 
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it is, indeed, the relation nI-Thoul". And again, I illustrate at some 

length. 

'The life of human beings is not passed in 
the sphere of transitive verbs alone. It does 
not exist in virtue of activities alone which 
have some thing for thei r object. 

I perceive something. I am sensible of 
something. I imagine something. I wi 11 some
thing~ I feel something. I think something. 
The life of human beings does not consist of 
all this and the like alone. 

This and the like together establilsh the 
realm of ll~ 

But the realm of Ib.2.!!;" has a different 
basis. 

When .:I.h2.!!. is spoken, the speaker has no 
thing for hi s object. For ,~here there is a thing 
there is another thing. Every II is bounded by 
others. But when ~ is spoken, there is no 
thing. Thou has no bounds. 

When ~ is spoken, the ,speaker has no 
thing; he has indeed nothing. But he takes his 
stand in relation. 4 (op. cit., p. 4) 

Or again, ftIf I face a human being as my Thou, and say the primary word 

I-Thou to him, he is not a thing amcmg things, and does not consist of 

things".$' (op. cit., p. 8) Furthermore, "The relation to the ThQ1!, is 

direct. No system of ideas, no foreknowledge, and no fancy intervene 
6 

between 1 and Thou". (op. cit-., p. 11) To which one might add the tiny 
-, 

remark, "all relation is mutual" (po, 8). 

This approach is one 'wi th which I 1 argely agree. However, to 

make more easy our approach to a crucial point of disagreement, I want to 

introduce two quasi-technical terms in the philosophy of 'knowing' - viz., 

(a) primitive situation, (b) primBlry given. By the former, I liIlean that 

situation in which there is knowing immediacy, that is, immediatle contact 

between the knower and that which is: to be known. By the latter, I mean 

that with which, within the bounds of his capacities, the knower is 
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immediately acquainted. These terms are to be understood generally~ as 

applying to knowledge of all manner whatsoever., Let us now apply these 

two terms to Buber, and argue as follows. 

Talking of person-knowing, the primi ti ve si tuation is, for Buber, 

the 'I-Thou' situation, in which my primary given is my 'Thou'. And this 

primitive situation is, in Buber's understanding, necessarily one of 

relation. Now, it cannot be doubted that when I confront any non-personal 

primary given, the 'subject:object'-language implicit in all talk, of 

this primitive situation necessitates positing distinction between myself 

and the world, even though there C8lrt be no distance between my organs of 

understanding and that which I know, even though there must be knowing 

immediacy. However, when it is a person by whom I am confronted, the 

situation cannot be assumed to be what it is when I am confronted by 

something non-personal. To know a person is to know a subject; is to 

know a knower, who must be logically distinct from what is known, if this 

latter is a bounded object. In the words of Bishop Ian T. Ramsey, "To 

objectify the subject is to deny ourselves the possibility of ever talking 

sense. It is the opposite mistake, though with the same result, that 
s 

the mystics commi t when they subjectify the object". ('Philosophy 

Quarterly'; July 1955) Or, to reiterate Buber's affirmation: "When 

~ is spoken, the speaker has no j:hing for his obje1ct. For where there 

is a thing there is another thing. Every ~ is bounded by others. But 
9 

when 1!:!2!!. is spoken, the re is no thilng. ~ has no bounds". (op. ci t., 

4). 

Moreover, the only possible way to know such a ~ or subject 

(or, to 'borrow Kierkegaard's term, ltsubjectivity'; a term which, I believe, 
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approximates more nearly to Upani~adic language) can be the way in which 

such a subject knows himself; that is, the way in which 'subjectivity' 

is cognizant of Itself. This follows from the fact that a person knows 

his identity, is aware of being the person he is~ simply and only in 

:being such a person, simply and only in living his subjectivity, and 

never possibly in any inferential 'way. To find out 'something about' 

myself by inference, based on experiments, (and clearly this kind of 

language differs from language which refers to my person; but I will not 

iat this point go into this difference) clearly pre-supposes the self

lmowledge in question, knowing that I am who' I am; pre-supposes, that 

:l s, knowledge of the referent of personal pronouns as used of the being 

lln question. .And as it cannot be the case that another could know me 

lln a way 1 know to be impossible as an avenue to my acquaintance, it 

must be the case that another is acquainted with my person - as distinct 

from the bounded individual which may be referred to ,as a means of 

indicating this person - precisely as I am so acquainted - namely, in 

the living of subjectivity indicated in the use of pell:'sonal pronouns 'in 

talk about the being in question. 

Now if the knowing of a person entails the living of subjectivity 

indicated in the use of personal pro1nouns about him, 1:he conclusion might ap

pear to be the kind of disreputable monism of which, as I will illustrate 

Buber quite \~~ngly or with lack of understanding, accuses the Upani~ads (see, 

:for instance, ppe 83-95, 'I and Thou'.) ,The point is simply this, if 

Hving my subjectivity means being the person I am; and if knowing me 

means living my subjectivity, then knowing me would appear to mean being 

me. .And knowing ano,ther would likewrise appear to mearl being that other. 
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In which case, the ultimate referent of any personal pronoun would appear 

to be the ultimate referent of all lPersonal pronouns; the referent of 

'I'-talk ~TOuld appear to be the reflerent of 'he'-talk and of 'you'-talk. 

In other ¥rords, all normal distinction might appear to be lost in a 

1W'elter of monistic excess. This, om~ feels tempted to say, is a simple 

travesty of language as we use ito When I s,ay 'he', I mean precisely to 

~:listinguish that being from me; and when I say 'me', I mean precisely to 

distinguish myself from him. This Idnd of conclusion would appear to 

mean that when I know myself, I kno1i1everyone, since I know the ul timate 

referent of all personal pronouns, ()r no one, since the person I know 

cannot be distinguished from any other person. Either alternative seems 

unpalatable. I intend, however, to suggest both to be true, being merely 

different ways of speaking, employing different logics of the same 

5i tuation. 

In thi.s intention, we echo tJpanisadic thought. In talking of 
" 

the relation between Atman and Brahman in Upanisadic teaching 
• 

Nikhilananda avers that, 

"this seamless Unity, which they have described in 
poetic language, pervades the universe and yet remlains 
beyond it. All objects, animate and inanimate, are 
included in It. Gods, men, and subhuman beings are 
part of' It~ As the unchanging Reality behind the 
universe, It is called Brahman by the Hindu philosophers; 
and as the indestructible Spirit in man, It is called 
Atman. Brahman and Atman t ldentical in nature, are the 
Fi rst Principle. ",' 

He continues: 

iJThe Upani shads describe Brahman as having two aspec ts: 
the one devoid of any qualifying characteri so cs 
(nirvisesha) and the other endowed with qualities·., 
(savisesha). The former is called also the Supreme 



Brahman (Para Brahman), while the 1 atter is call €Od the 
Inferior Brahman (Apara Brahman). When l1rahman Is !':aid 
to be devoid of qu"'aIHyIngcharacteristics, what 1s 
meant is that the Supreme Brahman cannot he pointed out 
or descrl.bed by any characteristi.c sIgns; It is not to 
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be comprehended by means of any Attrihute!s or indicative 
marks. For this reason It is called the unqualifip.d 
(Nirguna) and unconditioned (Nlrvikalpa) firahman; It is 
devoid of any limiting adjunct (nirupadhi). The Inferior 
Brahman, on the other hanell, can be described by certain 
characteri stic signs and. re'cognized by vi rtue of Hi s 
attributes and proper marks. iO (Ni.khilananda; The Upanishads; pp. 31-32) 

The Rlrhadaranyaka Upanisad puts the same point succinctly in these words: 
o. • 

IIVrhe Self, my dear Maitreyi, should be realized - should be heard ahout, 

reflected on, and meditated upon. By the realization of the Self, my dear, 

f1 
through hearing, reflection, and medi tation, all this (world) is known". 

(Brhadaranyak~; 2:4:5; Nikhilananda; Ope cit.) In other W9rds t the point . . 
J[ have been suggesting - that propelr self-knowledge does, in some sense, 

amount to knowledge of everyone and of everything .. is clearly a part of 

Upanisadic thought • . 
For the moment, however, I tfish merely to get the above seeming-

paradlolX clearly in view - that knowllng a person is to know a singular 

ilOdividual among others, yet also, the suggestion is, somehow to know 

nothing that is singular; somehow, that is, to transcend the world of 

Bingulars and plurals. Even at thIS! moment, some clarity can be added 

to this distinction, for even at the moment, difference can be seen 

betwelen talk about the person I am and talk about my individual i ty. 

Another cannot be me as individual, nor can I be any individual 

than that which I am. To be individual means to be bounded, and this 

means to be impregnable. When these bounds are broken, so in the 

indivlldual - so, that is, is!!!.!.2. individual. But can another being be 
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the person I am? The word 'person' does not declare itself to be a 

synonym for the word 'individual'; we have, therefore, no right to equate 

the two without looking at thei 1" usage. So then, can another be the 

person I am? 

If by this we mean, as often we do mean, the individual I <lIm, 

the answer is clearly "No!" But if by 'person' is meant the subject 

as knower of objects, the .~. to which Bubel" denies bounds - then tl1e 

question is yet an open one. Md this meaning, which I hope gradu.a.lly 

to clarify, is ,a far more common idiom than present-day biasses in favour 

of the sanctity of the individual might lead us to believeo We do, I 

believe, imply this meaning whenever by 'person' we understand - the total 

reality of one's being, one's situation in its fullness; whenever by 

person we mean, th.e total human si tuation. 

So then~ there is in the argument so far this tension or se'eming-

paradox about the knowing of persons, about the nature of the "I-Thlou" 

si tuation. Bubel'" s statement at least is clear: "I-Thou" is alway2.-

a relation. Hence, in posing the question why he should speak this way, 

even when speaking of persons, we hc~pe to rid ourselves at least of the 

scandal of this seeming-parado,:, if not of the paradox itself. 

(li i) Elaboration of Suber's Argument: Bubel", we have seen, 

stresses relation: and the prim1 t1 ve s1 tuation, in which our primalry given 

is the ultimate referent of pln'son-language, is, says Bubel", a primd 

relation. I WaI'lLt now to investigatE! this belief more fully. 

Talking of the supreme person-knowing s1 tuation, the si tuatilon in 

which God (tne '~Etemal Thou") is known, Buber says: "To wish to urtder-- , 

stand pure relation as dependence is to wish to empty one of the becLrers 
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12 
of the relation, and hence the relation itself, of reality." ('I and 

Thou'; p. 83). His argument is clearly this: if autonomy, and hence 

the language of 'responsibility' ('praise', 'blame', 'free', 'self-

initiating', etc), are denied the being questing his fullness or Being 

(as a verb), then this being evaporates into the Being of his fullness, 

and so lacks realness. The quest, therefore, is likewise in some way 

unreal, and so too the relation of communion. Hence, the fullness of 

Being, viewed as a goal to strive ~owards. also lacks reality. Therefore, 

all the goings-Ion between things individual lack realness. Which, Buber 

'Would say, is an absurdity, for we do speak of things being real or 

unreal, and of the reality of our world. Human beings are real; hal-

lucinated human beings are not - or anyway, not in the same way. In 

other words, the 'WOrd 'real' has a TJse of our bounded world. This of 

course is the absurdity of Solipsism: assuming in the premiosses the 

truth of that which these premisses are used to deny. And though of 

course the central trend of Upanisadic philosophy is to deny 'realness~ . 
to the bounded '~orld, there are ways of talking within the tradition 

which accredit a kind of 'realness' to this world. There are two points 

here: 

(a) A ll<:ind. of talk which speaks of this world!:..§., in some way, 

'real n "That, 0 Gargi, which is ahove heaven and below the earth, which 

is this heaven and earth as well as what is between them,and which they 

say was, is, and will be, is pervad4ed by the unmanifest ru<asa (Brahman) .,,13 

(op. cit., 34) 

(b) A kind of talk which uses language of this world to speak about: 

ti,,,,t which is otherwise spoken of ,as transcending this world; this 

kind of talk is clearly not meant tj) be descriptive, being but a metaphor-
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ical borrowing for some metaphysical purpose - "That non-dual Atman, 

though never stirring, is swifter than the mind. The devas (the senses) 

cannot reach It, for It moves ever in front. Though standing still, It 

overtakes others who are running. n,ecause of Atman, Vayu apportions the 

activities of all. 

It moves and moves not; it is far and likewise near. It is 
1-4-

inside all this, and It is outside aU this." (Isa Upanisad: Nikhilananda; . 
90) 

But, returning from this slight digression into the Upanisads, 
• 

to Buber's argument. He has argued that unless the primitive situation 

is a relation, w,e have a two-member si tuation in which one member 

depends for its 'being' upon the other, a two-member situation in 'Which 

one member totally encompasses the other. The quester after being would 

theref·ore be totally encompassed by the Being (as a verb) he quests. 

In 'Which case, the quester, the quest, and the Being quested all would be 

equally 'unreal': and since this is untenable, mystical Monism - another 

name f4Dr the above two-member si tuatilon - is untenable. Hence, Buber 

conclLudes, the primal si tuation must be one of relation in 'Which I, as 

subject, have an inviolable identity.. Indeed,he might argue our conceptual 

system to make nG) sense unless his ccmclusion were the case, since the 

alternative (mystical Monism) can be given no meaning, cannot be 

coherently stated. Any assertion of it is its own parody, as well as i Its 

own refutation .. 

Now thi:s primal 'relation' must be of routal interdependence: 

otherwise, says Buber, we are back 1~'ith absurdity_ Intercourse always 
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demands two members. "Relation is mutual. Ny ~ affects me as I affect 

it. We are moulded by our pupils and built up by our works. The 'bad' 

man, lightly touched by the holy primary word, becomes one who 

reveals. How we are educated by children and by animals~ We live our 

1;5 
lives inscrutably included within the streaming life of the universe." 

(pp. 15-16). 'How then are we to talk of this "interdependence"? In words 

like these: 

, The Father and the Son, like in being - we may 
even say God and Man, 1 ike In being - are the in
dissol,ubly real pair, the t1NO bearers of the primal 
relation, which from God to man is termed mission and 
command, and from man to God looking and hearing, and 
between both is termed knowledge and love. In this 
relation the Son, though the Father dwells and works 
in him, bows down before the 'greater' and prays to 
him. All modern attempts to interpret this primal 
reality of dialogue as a relation of the 1 to the 
Self ~ or the like - as an event which is contained 
within the self-sufficient interior life of man -
are futile: they take thei l' place in the abysmal 
history of destruction of reality.16 (OPe cit., p. 85) 

The "relatiori" is sean flo be a communion in which each shares and pa~takes 

in the being of each, without either losing his identity. Though there 

is no distance, yet there is distinction. This, to Buber, is what it means 

to live the being of another. The other does come:' wi thin the compass of 

my being , he ~ in my si tuation - as my "Thou", the other over against me, 

as at least distinct, and most often dso at a distance. Mostly my "Thou" 

i s a1 so an "ll" wi th whom I seek to ble reconc i led. Or to pu t th i s anO the r 

way, most of ten my "Thou" is a being I can cause to be an "'ll" (for me), 

so that mostly my communing will not be a primal relation embodying any 

"indissolubly real pair". Most of ou,t" primitive situations reflect our 

limitations. And part of the training of Vedanta, of which the Upanisads . 
form the centre, was, in the words of Swami Nikhilananda, "to discriminate 
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11 
between the re al and the unreal, and renounce the unreal". (op. ci t., 23) 

"The central theme of the Upanisads" avers Sten Rodhe, "is the description . 
of the experience of a world i"ithout individqality, without death. 

Contrasted to that world of Brahman-Atman, the visible world loses its 

.1a 
value." (Sten Rodhe; 'Deliver Us from Evil'; 127) 

These then are Buber v s conclusions, and wi th them I mostly agree--

- with one highly important proviso. All is well, provided the "fullness" 

spoken of, the "God" alluded to, is addressed .!2. a possible end to which 

we might strive, is dealt with ~ that about which we might be articulate. 

All then follows impeccably, Buber's conclusions entire. "Than the senses 

the objects of sense are higher: and higher than the objects of sense is 

the Mind: and ,higher than the Mind is the faculty of l<nowledge; and than 

that the Great Self is higher.. And higher than the Great Self is the 

Unmanifest: and higher than the Unmanifest is the Purusha. Than the 

Purusha there is none higher: He is the culmination, He is the greatest 

19 
goal of the joumey. n (Katha Upani shad; 1: iii; 'Eight Upani shads I, trans. 

Aurobindo.) Onc'e'more we see the same brand of language in ·use, thi s time 

within Upanisadic thought - the l?urusa is "the greatest goal of the journey", 
~ 

and we who quest Him are' journeymen'l who approach Him as 'One beyono·. 

But if, on-the other hand, 'we address ourselves to this 'fullness' 

in itself, and this so far has been c)ur inclination, then are we led to 

a conclusion it seems to me Buber has ignored or overlooked: that we 

are addressing ourselves to a state of Being about which nothing can be 

~, since, in its finality, it pre~=ludes the possibility of standing 

above to clothe it in words, the posisibility of transcending to articulate. 

What it is to "address ourselves to" is, of course, a pro b],ern - though the 
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answer is perhaps a simple one: and.1 merely mean) to recognize the 

necessity of using words in a ritualistic sense concerning Being (a verb), 

words, that is, which evoke wi thin or wake upon some certain individual 

a 'living' of this situation, as distinct from any articulate 'grasping' 

of it. To speak is never to state it, but to express a living of it. 

And the Upanisadic multilogical system does n~t ignore this, the apophatic 
'. 

element which Buber oddly endeavours by implication to discredit. Indeed, 

in Upanishadic thought, the Ultimate is explicitly said to be "that which 
20 

cannot be explt'essed by speech, but by which speech is expressed" (Ken a 

1: IV; Nikhilananda, 99). And this we can plainly link with our above 

discussionof the 'subject-object' distinction. For the subject (person, 

subjectivity) is that which describes (tee., delimits the perceivable bounds 

of), but which cannot be described (i,.e,., delimited or perceived). Once 

more, the oddity of Buber's denial of "mystical Monism" is patent; for the 

'Thou', which, we have seen, parallel.s in so many ways the referent of 

our use of the term t subject', and, i.n so many ways, the Upanisadic use of 
$ 

the term 'Atman' .(and so, very often vBrahman' as well), is properly 

spoken of in relation-language. And relation-language is language of 

beings which £Q. have bounds. Relaticm-language, we may say, pertains to 

individuals, but not to'" the referent: of person-talko Hence, to restate 

the objection to which we are moving, 'Thou' - language is about this latter 

referent only if spoken of as an end we might strive to attain: it is 

never about this latter referent in_itself, which cannot be spoken of in 

rela ti on-l anguage. 

I will say more about the above in a moment. The point of 

immediate cogency is this - it is chlar that so far as a systematic 
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metaphysic goes 'wi th its effort to ulrlderstand in terms of proposi tional 

utterance, the primal si tuation must be said to be a relation, admi tting 

distinction but no distance: but nothing of the kind is clear of Being 

per se~ of the situation in its central living. When we address ourselves 

as above, and th,ereby endeavour to plenetrate to the ultimate nature of this 

si tuation, to its heart in truth, thlen whether this si tuation is 

"relational" or l[\Ot is still an open question; or rather - it is not a 

question for it Icannot be put. And 1what this eventually will mean is a 

radical differen,ee of opinion, for what it implies is this: that knowing 

a person is always' knowing a being, 4)r living a si wation, which cannot 

be objectified or legitimately seen ,as 'It' 0 Let us now take this a little 

further 0 



CHAPTII!:R I I 

ON PERSON-KNOWING 

BUBER'S CLAIMS EXAMINED, ~~D PLACED IN WIDER CONTEXT 

Since persons are that to which personal pronouns refer, one way 

of doing philosophy about them wi 11 be to analyse the use of these 

pronouns. It is therefore clear that a test of Buber's claims about 

persons will be a comparison of these claims with such an analysis. If 

Buber's teaching is sound, it ought to hold firm in the light of this 

analysis; if not, it will wilt. The central question of this chapter 

willL therefore be: what can one sa~' about "self-knowing' '/ What would be 

Buber's primi ti ve-relation si tuatilon here? In other words, what iS t and 

how do we know, the meaning of '1'1 

In approaching this question, I intend not merely to criticize, 

but also to interweave Buber's understanding wi th that of the Upanisads,·' 
• 

and wi th my own. Moreover, the understanding I speak of as my own wi 11, 

as least often, be Upanisadic thought, put in my own words and ways. I 
• 

begin with a statement of the basic and important affirmation - that the 

beings of whom we correctly employ personal pronouns are open to this 

employment as soon as they can be referred to, and not merely following 

some Illrbi trarily chosen phase of their existence; that the referent of 

personal pronouns is innate in humcm beings: that is, as we choose to 

put is, adopting a colloquialism - plarsons are born, not made. In 

Upanisadic language: the PUrUsa is not born, neither does he die. 
• • 

0) That a person is born, l'lot made: The beings to whom we refer 

1 1-
,) 

• '1"" 

I 
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in the use of personal pronouns are beings of a given structure, which, 

in any particular moment, confronts what it knows as wholes or, to borrow 

a phrase from Buber, in "full actualitytl. Buber's assertion, alluded to 

earlier, that "The primary word 'l::.lhou' can only be spoken wi th the whole 

beingVl is cogently correct. Hi s me.aning is merely that the ul timate 

referent of personal pronouns is th4E! initiator of all personal acts; 

that person-talk, talk about the primary word 'I -Thou', is talk about the 

ul timate referent of personal pronoun.s - and this referent. is, of course, 

"the wole being" impl ici t in such It:,alk. When a person acts, it is not 

merely part of that 'Which is refer'r~ad to in person-talk which acts, but 

the wole of this referent. These affirmations are all linguistic ones, 

true by the meaning of words. 

Now this "whole" is that ide..."lti ty to which we refer in advei:'ting 

to the 'same person'. Hence this ""rhole" is an, in some sense, unchanging 

given structure; the person, that is, who is bom and not made. I want 

now to argue this is more detail. 

Firstly, in saying this, I do not deny that some seemingly non-

personal thing might be wielded in a manner that renders it feasibly 

personal - as a sculptor's mallet, ()I' a tennis-star's racquet. But this 

is not the mal<lng ~f a person, but ()f. something t personal; an extension, 

by a person, of his personal geography_ Persons cannot be manufactured, 

since this is the pre-condition of manufacture. One is almost tempted to 

say, a person cannot be created, since he always is the being who creates. 

Again, we can refer to the Upanisads for thought of a simi~ar kind. The 
• 

Katha Upanis.ad affirms: "The knowllng Self is not bom; It does not die. 

I t has not sprung from anything; nothing has sprung from It. Birthless, 
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eternsL1, everlasting, and ancient, I t is no t killed when the body is 

:ll 
killed" (012. cit., p. 73). "He, the Purusha, who remains awake while the 

sense-'organs are asleep, shaping one lovely form after another, is indeed 

the Pure; He is Brahman, and He alone is called the Immortal. All worlds 

are cc.ntained in Him, and non can pass beyond. 

(op. cit., p. 79-80). 

22-
This, verily, is That" 

These indicate closely enough a doctrine parallel to our 

suggestion that the referent of person-talk caMot be created. But this 

must be spiced with the theological palliative that I speak here merely 

of human creation. The preroga,ti ve of God I don't for the while even 

dare venture on. And obviously there is the s'exual sense in which people 

as individuals can be procreated, multiplied on the face of the earth. 

Which is not, however, to manuf actl.:Lre a person; it merely is to give birth 

in the world to something which is" ever has been, and ever shall be a 

person. Put simply ... to occasion t:he birth of a new individual who is a 

person. That a person might besto~;r a non-person wi th the power to be a 

person - vi z., the power of behaving such tha t responsi b i 1i ty-l anguage 

is l1pposi te; the power that is, of self-initiation - is:"strictly incon-

ceivable. For this would entail the paradox of movement to allocate 

elsewhere than the origin of thi s movement that which originates the 

movement; to give a being the structure of the giver's being whilst yet 

retailn.ing it .... And this, I suggest, is a strict absurd! ty. Nor ought 

this impossibility be confused with the indwelling of another's 

subje,ctivity, which I have said Call be thought of, both as a retaining, 

and yet as a losing of one's indivldual identity; for this latter is not 

a giving of one's person but a disl::losing of it. That is, a discovery 
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at a deeper level of its true structure. 

And to reiterate, this means neither thaI: a person cannot dis

close as:.personal what was hi therto considered to be non-personal, nor 

that a person cannot destroy, deplete, or add to the referent of 

indivlldual-talk about him. It argues merely the absurdity of human 

striving to fashi.on in the fOlnn of a person, that 'Which is not so already_ 

It argues merely that a human being is never other than a self-initiating 

being l• whose behaviour is 'irl.tenticmal doing' behaviour» is never other 

than c:I. person. For, to introduce a slightly different argument, the 

sense in which we can 'make' :something of a human being is only that 

sense in which we teach him what he learns; and learning is, in a degree 

at least, 'an intentional doing response': hence, personhood underlies 

it. 

In other words, were I not a being who begins, from the very first, 

wi th .a certain ready known gi yen structure, I never could respond in the 

ways I do respond in learning from my first moment. If this be denied, 

we are left with magic or the hand of God descending in some arbitrary 

momen 1: to impose personhood oln a nc,n-personal being. And each a1 ternati ve 

is untenable, since contrary :to the facts: the facts never justify us to 

conclude human mov,ement to be less that a 'doing' response. And where 

there is room for uncertainty, as there may be of a pre-natal babe, a 

healthy rejection both of magic and of capricious fiat is bound to in

spire us in favour of an innate nature whose behaviour is intentional. 

And yet those who find the source of personhood only - and I take 

an obvious case as an example - when "1" gain awareness of myself, must 

conclude that this awareness :somehc,w ushers in this magical transvaluation. 
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But unless thi s move is a def ini tion (liTo be a person means, to be self-

aware."), it is quite unfounded. For even achieving awareness of myself, 

mysel:f: as a bounded individual over against others l• is something I do. 

There are more kinds of awareness than merely wakeful-awareness: and 

more kinds of 'doing'than wakeful I'doing' only. And here we might wi th 

profit refer to three stages of the four-fold 'awareness' schema spoken 

of in Upanisadic thought. The Upanisads advocate an hierarchic way of . ~ . 
talking about our knowledge (or awareness) of what there is, which starts 

wi th talk about what we have called • wakeful-awareness' ~ progresses 

through the state of dream-filled sleep, then concludes wi th talk about 

'dreamless' or 'deep sleep' in whi(:h the Ultimate is known per se, and in 

which awareness amounts to awareness of bein& Brahman. I quote at some 

length a passage from Swami Nikhih.nanda who adds details to this brief 

outlh'l.e: 

. All our relative experien(:es are included in the waking 
state, the dream state, and the state of deep sleep. In 
the waking state we experience, through the gross body 
and the sense-organs, the gross world. In dreams we 
experience subtle objects through mind, or the subtle 
body. The causal world we experience in dreamless 
sleep, when the mind and the sense-organs do not 
funct·ion. One uses the gross body to experience the 
gross world, the subtle body to experience the subtle 
world, and the causal body to experience the causal 
world. CQrresponding to the three worlds .• the gross, 
the subtle, and the causal - there are three states, 
namely, waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, and also 
three bodies, namely, the gross, the subtle, and the 
causal. But it must not ble forgotten that Consciousness 
is Atman, which is a.lways present in the three states 
and foms their substratum."-:> (op. cit., p. 50) 

In other words, there are three w,ays of thinking about less-than-

transcendent awa.reness, which involve (perhaps inter alia) talk about 

three states and three 'bodies", alnd whose ultimate referent is neverthe-
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less one and the same - Atman; Ie. Brahman, Ie. Purusa; Ie. the referent 

of person-language. 

(ii) K."1.owledge by "men of "the person I am": Above I have made 

brief mention of wakeful self-awareness, in contrast to a more deep kind, 

the kind which it pre-supposes. And about this deeper awareness, let us 

at this point make this brief comment for clarity. 

Knowledge by the individual. I am of the person I am, that is, 

knowledge of how my body and my psyche are deployed in the condition 

definl;!d by the bounds of the extension of my person, ~ be the primi tive 

situation in which those physical ~.nd psychical attributes which are 

someh()w intrinsically associated wi. th me as subject are primary given. 

In th:Ls are th,ey known for what th~y ,are, di recdy to the person I am, 

who thereby has 'possessed' and • transf igured' them into centres expressing 

personhood. Moreover, these attributes are not objects but that which is 

known in the primi ti ve world.. They differ from other "primary givens" 

in th.at, through thi s knowledge, they ~ my person. NOr are they "used", 

but U'ansfigur,ed and lived; objects alone can be "used"~ 

And there is a second and more important point: tthat the phrase 

"intrinsically associated withU is merely a way of saying that certain 

expressions of my .person can get tJl:'eated as if they were less than personal, 

and that these, which are presently expressions, can cease to be ex

pressions - as it is with the cane the blind-man discards, or the limb 

I refuse to "own". .And this whole short statement is further only a way 

of saying how ,one would put it, weJl:'e one to want words for the relation 

betwe,en these expressions treated "as if", and the person whose expressions 

they are. There is not the expreslsion and ~ the person, actually 
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linked. There is only the person ,~ho expresses, and who is his 

expressing; ie., his being (a verb)!. 

Though the above is a statement of the origins of what I have 

called "transfiguration", these origins are not an established relation 

but a recogniz,ed living. We discover, not create our bodies. We live 

them first, th,en know what they are; i.e., we first of all know in the 

deeper sense, then become wakefully conscious of so doing. As a babe 

delights in thle discovery of her twinkling toes; or as Helen Keller 

delighted in the discovery that she was naming things. - , 

Nor is this merely true of the bodies we are born with. Did not 

the bUnd-man fi rst live in hi s mind this stick as a tapping-cane, he 

never would accept it as such; unless it first ~ of his body in this 

way, II t woul d lever remain a s ti ck. Thi s of course is al so true of 

Koehler's apes - who get wakefully··aware of 1 iving in their minds the 

conjunction of these two bamboo pol.es as an extension of their arm to 

reach the othenl'ise inaccessible banana. Did they in fact not do this 

first l, they never could view the pc~les as other than. poles. 

But, ~'live in his mind", one might say - "Isn't that rather 

attenuated living?" And perhaps it is; but even attenuated living is 

lb,ing. My meaning is this: when I say a being lives his body in his 

mind, I of cou:rse mean firstly that he already and assuredly lives it. 

To the blind-m,an, this stick already belongs to his body. And to say 

that the living is "in his mind" is to say that he believes that, should 

he do such-and .. such then such-and-such body movement would ensue. And 

this :statement is always true of that which is my body. It is alwc1ys 

true that, for instance, I believe that should I choose" decide, intend 
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to bodily perform (say, kick wi th my left leg) then I can or will: or 

even that I merely believe I can, without first choosing, deciding, 

wanting, intending, etc. And here the difference is only in degree. To 

say that this blind-man lives this stick as a tapping-cane in his mind, 

is merely to say that he bel ieves that should he reach out, grasp it 

and ti3.p wi th it, he can and/or will. (should hi s movement rest wi th 

prior deciding) do so. And quite as he might be wrong about his left 

leg 0 t may be a phantom so tha t, though one m'i gh t no t say he lacked it, 

one would have to say he could'nt kick wi th it), so might he be wrong 

about this 'stick' - it might crumble in his fingers, or prove nailed to 

the table-top, or be too heavy or hot; all of which he could not have 

known merely in (say) running a hand aero ss it. And thi s "belief n is, of 

course, a pre-~Makefully-conscious o-ne. 

And finally, the question ~rhen one started this discovered living 

is clearly a question impossible to answer. 

We may c(:>mpare what Deussen calls "the fundamental thought of 

the enti re Upan! shadic philosophy" wi th what we mean by 'di scovered 

living', or 'discovered' extensions (an obvious metaphor) to our person. 

Deussen remarks: 

"~the fundamental thought of the. entire Upanishadic 
philosophy may be expressed by the simple equation:-

Brahamn :: Atman. 

That is to say - the Brahman, the power which presents 
itself to us materialised in all existing things, which 
creates, sustains, preserves, and receives back into 
itself again all worlds, this eternal infinite divine 
power is identical with the atman, with that which, 
after stripping off everything external, we discover 
in ourselves as our real most essential being, our 
indi vidual self, the soul.2;·'f (Paul Deussen; .~ 
PhilosophY of the Upanishads'; 39) 
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And though we might take exception to the phrase uindi vidual self", for 

in our opinion • soul' (or, person)··language is logically di stinct from 

individuality-language, his statement yet remains the final word on 

."That this 'discovered living' would be in Upanisadic terms - i.e., that 
• 

the proper referent of the reflexive pronoun i's Brahman. 

(tii) Distinction between my present condi tion, and a possible 

fu ture one. I have now spoken of .. knowledge by me of the person I am, 

Sind related this a li ttle to the p:rocess of self-discovery; that is, 

to th,e translation from pre-wakefulL awareness to wakeful awareness, the 

transfiguration of logics such that, what was true about th,e former, has 

now blecome true about the latter. This I now hope to take ,a 1i ttle 

further, relating it to one or two other distinctions which the phenomena 

thrust upon us. 

Let us first, then, distinguish between the being I presently 

am wakefully aware of being, and that which I might be SO aware of being: 

a present condi tion and a possible future one. Talk about the fonner 

will entai 1 talk about certain wakeful awareness and pre-wakeful awareness; 

whilst talk about the latter will be such that what ~ve were merely pre-

wakefully aware of, now has become part of our wakeful awareness. 

I speak, in this concept of a possi ble future condi don, of that 

galaxy of structures upon which I might conceivably bestow the personal 

accolade, elevate from thei r present (at least apparent) impersonal 

rank, to the recognized dignity of a personal one. I speak of the 

instruments I might yet skillfully master, the capacities I might yet 

encompass, out of thei r i solation and into my person. More()ver, the 

argument stated here differs in no way from that put by MerlLeau-Ponty when, 



l'n the name of Lavelle, he declare!!;; as paradox the "total bei.ng, whIch 

is", he says, "in advance, everything which we can he or do, and yet 

'Hhiclh '\-1'Ould not be wi thout us, and ,.filch must needs be aogmented by our 
2.S 

own bel ng". C'Ill......I:.fai§!.LQf..J:hiJ.:9.§2J?.by", p. 5) This I Ilgree wI th, 

for though it seems clear that no :lndi vidual can wakefully know "in 

advance" the full bounds to which his being might extend in its expression 

(fo:r that 'WOuld be already to have reached them), yet does everyone ~ 

h\m~(!>H capable of higher and better things, ~ himself able to he other 

than he presently i s. ~lhi.ch assuredly entails knowing that there can be 

Ilt h;q,her and better, and hence of llts character 1.n this degree; entails 

an ActIve influence in the present of the pre-wak,efully consciouA knowledge spoken 

o,f, whose measure we never can wakefully know, whilst we still have a 

future and a destiny. For no indlvidual can of himself create a knowledge 

of th,at which transcends himself. And as pointed out already, this 

knowledge must be visited on him. That life might be, and be more 

s,bundantly must break through and in upon the vi sta of hi s wakeful living. 

This knowledge must deleare itself .. Again, one can cite Upanisadic 

parallels, since it is clear Upanisadic doctrine, as the logic of 'self,,:, .. 
discovery' - talk makes necessary, that 'Brahman' must edeclare Itself'. 

In other words, thl s kind of language belongs to the mu1 ti-language 

s,ystem used by the Upanlsads to express its teaChing. "This Atman cannot 
• 

be attaIned by the study of the Vedas, or by Intelligence, or by much 

hearing of sacred books. It is attained by him alone whom It chooses. To 

26 
such a one Atman reveals I ts om fonn". (Katha Upan;sad z p. 74, Ope cit.) 

Or again Katha Upani~, p. 81: "His fonn is not an object of vi sion; 
• 

no one beholds Him with the eye. Cne can know Htm when He is revealed by 
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the intellect free from doubt and by constant medi tation. Those 'who know 
')..1 

this become immortal". Here the suggestion is that, via the medium of 

'meditation' this 'disclosure' can be 'achieved'. In the words of the 

Shree Parohi t: Yeats translati on: . "No eyes can see him, nor has He a 

face that can be seen, yet through medi tation and through discipline He 

2.~ 
can be found in the heart. He that finds him enters immortal lif,e." 

('The Ten Principal Upanishads'; translated & ed., Shree Parohit Swami & 

w. B. Yeats; p~ 37). 

But returning to the main thread of the argument, in the light of 

thi s di stinction between my present self and a possible future onle, we can 

talk of "self-development", which we distinguish from self-knowledge 

in calling it - the process of coming to possess as a wakefully conscious 

present, that which at present only is possibily. so: i oe., discovering 

c,nesellf in the above sense which, in common parlance, would be called, 

Vfgainingnewabilities", "acquiring new capacities". In fact, as I have 

,argued, it is nei ther "gaining" nor "acqui ringtt but "recogni zing".. More-

over, this development might further involve the dawning awareness that 

the being "I" am ever becoming is nonetheless ever more truly myself, 

ever a more perfect expression of how things are wi th the person J[ am. 

There are reasons '1 have yet to give and reasons I have given for so 

supposing, but for the moment, I rei terate and intimate the follow·ing. 

No individual can act in a way whose expression would go beyond the 

logic of such indi viduali ty-language as may at present be truthfully used 

of him. Any 'going beyond' must be initiated by a being who is 'beyond'. 

i:I being such that the logic of the language about him is of a "higher 
':2.021 

orderUl (Gilbert Ryle;. 'Concept of Mind') than logic of language about 
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l<1hat is gone beyond. And where this 'going beyond' is transcendent 

discovery (a term more fully explained below), then clearly the logic of 

this latter language is not the logic of person-talk; that is, the 

language expressing this lesser co,ndi tion clearly gives a false picture 

of what one's person really is. 

That thle tenor of this kind of thinking is deeply Upanisadic is 
• 

too clear to need illustrating; but ,to labour the obvious, we point to 

the Chandogya doctrine that "actions" ('godly acts' - dharma) only follow 

"happiness" ('bliss' = ananda) which is the reward of those, and only of 

those, who "f ind the unl imi ted" (' the Ul t ima te' : Brahman).. And though I 

hope to speak more about this in a moment, the present point is this -

that a clear distinction is being made between the referent of personal 

pronouns, considered such that their logic is that of 'individuals' -

language and hence of bounded-things, and the referent of that • state of 

being' which transcends such 'things' and which is yet the only E,Foper 

1..mderstanding of the referent of these pronouns, the only proper under-

standing of person-language (as distinct from 'individuals' -language). 

(iv) Two Arguments: I no'~ intend to ellaborate upon these 

tentati ve findings by way of two arguments. Wi th these I hope to bring 

l~is discussion to· a final expression, as well as lead into a further 

C1lppraisal of Buber's argument, having speci al concern with what he calls -

the "inborn Thou". And though I will not always pointedly say SO'I there 

c;an be no doubt that almost every move in the following two arguments 

(:;an be found cen.tral to Upani sadic thought and, perhaps even more 
• 

dearly; to the thought of the Bhaglavad Gi ta which could (1 believe) be 

c;onsidered the apotheosis of Upani:sadic philosqphy • 
• 
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(a) Argument One: 

1. Developing myself amounts to extending my individual i ty in the 

sense of, including wi thin its bounds as personal that which in prior time I 

regarded as non-personal, or not to be wi thin the possible bounds of my person. 

2. But this might equally be put in the following fashion: 

developing myself is progressively disclosing or discovering the way it 

is (or the truth about) the person I am di stinct from, though not of 

course contrasted with, the indivi.dual I am. Hence, the newness of my 

being from one point of vantage - viz., the new individual I am - is ~ 

disclosure, in the wakefully-lived form of this new structure, of some

thing which the former, more 1 imi ted and less wi se subject was ignorant. 

It: is movement of transcendent discovery. My person was ever and ever of 

this nature (or, more likely, of BI nature which this present new under

standing more nearly approaches), though the individual subject was E2! 

so till now, nor may he (necessarily) be tommorrow. Regression ailld move

ment retrograde are ever-present dangers. 

And this more enlightened state of being is the discovery, from 

within my person, of new fullness regarding the Being I quest and so in 

some way must already be. For I could not posit It as a longer-for end 

to my quest, the "quest' which Gabriel Marcel helpfully calls "onto1:ogical 

exigence", did I not know it in the degree that I posit it. And if I so 

know It, since It is the Being whose wakefully-conscious living i~ 

Destiny of this, my individual subject, in some mode I must already be It: 

sil:'l.ce, being this Destiny, insofar as it exists already as, let us follow 

C .. H. Dodd and say, a "realized eSlchatology", thle only place It c()uld be 

is somehow within the 'confines' of the being spoken of, the being whose 
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Destiny it is. And this "somehow'; is the how for which Buber coins the 

phrase - an "inborn Thou'l for some individual "r". These are Buber's 

symbols for this fact. And where Buber speaks ,of an 'inborn Thou' for 

some individual 'I', the Upanisads talk of the Ultimate, the Brahman, . 
the Self as lIN' the being referred to, by the personal pronouns, in a 

way, r believe, quite similar to an at least plausible interpretation of 

the Johannine New Testament tradition which speaks of 'The Kingdom of 

Heaven' as 'in' you. In Swami Nikhilananda's words: 'The very 

comparison of .Atman and the Upanishads implies that the logical Principle 

of things must above all be sought: in man's inmost self'. And for the 

phrase 'the logical Principle of things' we would substitute the words 

'the ultimate referent of person-language'. Which well illustrates how 

the usage I am advocating parallels that of the Upanisads, and differs . 
from that of Buber; since, for Buber, the ultimate referent of person-

language, that is, the proper referent of personal pronouns, is but one 

half of a twofold relation. Returning to the Upanisads, and quoting . 
again from Katha: ~. The wi se man who, by means of concentration on the 

Self, realizes that ancient, effulgent One, who is hard to be seen, un-

manifest, hidden, and who dwells in the buddhi and rests in the body 
.50 

he, indeed, leaves joy and sorrow far behind,l (op. cit., po 72),.or 

twThe Purusha, of the size of a thumb, dwells in the body. He is the Lord 

of the past and the future. After knowing Him, one does not conceal one-
31 

self any more. This, verily, is Thatft (op. cit., p. 78), or "There is one 

Supreme Ruler, the inmost Self of all beings, who makes His one form 

manifold. Eternal happiness belongs to the wise, who perceive Him within 
'S2. 

themselves .. not to others" (op. cit., p. 80). 
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Now along with this tradition, my mode of expressing this point 

differs from Buber. I have used 1111" to mean all of "the individual 'I' 

plus the 'inborn Thou' u • We have chosen this way, for no.other way seems 

adequate to the facts of constancy-midst-constant-inconstancy which 

compri se the human s1 tuation; no c.ther way suffices to explain the fact, 

sanctioned by our language as well as our understanding, of personal 

identity. For though the being of my present condition t of "me'· as an 

individual constantly suffers decCiLy and change, my person retains such 

constancy that through the direst alteration, I yet might be identified 

as the person I ever am. The constancy of persons is, I would like to 

suggest - though merely suggest, the constancy of J'ahweh' s "I am, that 

I amu , or of Christ's "Before .AbrClLham was, I amn. In other words, no 

matter how radically my concrete individual alters - losing hands or 

habits, gaining life or limb - it always can be, and often is, said of 

me, that my person remains the same; or that something about my person 

remains the same, or that I am the same person. This distinction is 

clearly a factual one. 

And a second deep fact is that I do grow in wakeful under

standing of my personhood: I constantly baffle me; yet this is a 

bafflement I constantly overcome. Constantly am I astonished by the 

richness and complexity of my disc:overies. Constantly am I unfolding 

the lotus of my Being, and wakefully dwell ing in or shining forth some 

added extension to "my-body-for-me~" and "my-psyche-for-me". To speak of 

"learning by e)~perience" may be platitudinous; yet it is deeply so. 

And these t'\i~ facts together do, I believe, justify my analysis of 

the ref1exi vie pronoun. 
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3. So then, we have discovered the human situation to embody 

constant df..alogue between the individual subject I am and my "inborn 

Thou". This, one might say, is the primitive-relation situation for 

self-knowledge, for, that is, knowledge of that which ur u means, so far 

as this knowledge is a wakeful awareness of my present condition. 

Of course, expressing the situation in these terms is no more 

than employment of a useful metaphor. It is not straight-forwardly the 

same as a dialogue between two pec)ple. And in truth, the dialogue is no 

dialogue which would. count as such for Buber; for this relation is 

to be understood "as dependence". In reali ty, the phenomenon of which 

I speak is not a constant intercourse between two mutually responding 

members, but the progressive disclosure spoken of above. It is a matter 

of ever increasing understanding, within my wakeful present condition, 

of my "inborn Thoutt whose realness is over against it. Put simply; 

understanding my trinbom Thou" is understanding how I really am as 

opposed to how, in myself, I appear to be. It takes away the masks: 

and nothing is more common than cClming to realize myself in error about 

myself, coming, that is, to reali 2:e that a true interpretation of my 

living is not in fact as I had thc1ught it waso 

It ilS therefore that we can claim the following - the "becoming" 

of my "inborn Thou" involves the c:easing to be of me as individual 

subject, for it involves the recognition that this latter is but the 

shape of appearances pretending tel real i ty. And from this we can reach 

the conclusion that the total understanding of my person, and thence of 

the meaning of "I", comes only in and through the total abolition or 

ceasing to be of my individualness; in and through, that is, achieving 
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a present condition whose wakeful consciousness is altogether of that 

which, from the individual viewpoint, is symbolized as "inborn Thou". It 

is a living which, in its deepest truth, lacks all trace of individual 

self-assertion. Clearly, such a being will move in the world - will 

speak and otherwise behave - as if he had such a consciousness; for, 

in the world, he will needfully address himself to conditions who do so 

think of themselves (to, that is, individuals), and whose only under-

standing could be in these terms. It is thus that Jesus spoke of himself 

as individual, even though the heart of hi s gospel told that ~ was 

nothing, merely shining forth the Father's fullness. To the rich young 

man who esteemed him "good IV he replied, "Why do you call me good? No one 
33 

is good but God alone". (Mark 10: 17-18) In this pericope he points 

the contrast - Jesus, the individual; God the Father, hi s unmanifestable 

though nonetheless liveable "inborn Thou". And yet, confronted by 

Philip's lack of understanding, he replied, "Do you not believe that I 

am in the Father and the Father in me? The words which I say to you I 

do not speak on my own authority; but the Father who dwells in me does 

his works. Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father in me; or 
3q. 

else believe me for the sake of the works themselves". (John 14: 10-11) 

Indeed, exactly because Jesus lived in his person this deeply ,truthful 

understanding, devoid of all self-,deception and every trace of 
, ' 

individual constriction, did Schleiermacher (among others) speak of his 

- "God-consciousness". For Jesus was wakefully conscious of the meaning 

of "I" in all its fullness. 

And of course, such an understanding is beyond all propositional 

utterance, for nothing could oversee to so proclaim it; and its only 
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expression will be the living itself - a shining forth in its fullness. 

Now someone, a sceptic pelrhaps, may inquire how so total a 

ceasing to be could come about, and though this question forms no part 

of my' thesis, I briefly make mention of two quite obvious facts. 

Firstly, this "howness" is the "howness" of self-development, and hence 
" 

rests entirely with the discovery of my 'being' (a verb), or with this 

'being's disclosure. Secondly, it must be a nhowness" in harmony with 

what will be the point at which we rest our second argument. 

4. Now, no distinctions are herein denied. It yet remains that 

I, the person I am, have the body and the psyche I do, and that I can be 

spoken of in the normal manners. It yet remains that I can commune with 

other human. beings, whose essentilill understanding will be that which, in 

speaking of them, can (in that degree) take an articulate form, and which 

I can know in living the relevant subjectivity. It yet remains that there 

are in the world, various subjects; who all can speak of themselves as 

persons'. 

5. My claim, in other wox'ds, has simply been that wakeful 

knowledge by me of the person I BIn amounts to continual revealing 2f. my 

"inborn Thou" ~ the person I am; or, in Upanisadic terms 2f the 
~ 

Brahman-Atman ~ the person I am: as the ultimate referent of person-

talk. So again we-note disagreement with Buber, since, for Buber, the 

ul timate referent is one side of Bl twofold-relation; whilst here, the 

logic of 'ul timate referent' -talk transcends the logic of relation-talk'~~n 

I have also noted that in its completion this revelation cannot 

be stated, since, being my Destiny, it is a state of being the shining 

forth of which comprises my perfect fulfillment, a state of being beyond 
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which I cannot proceed, so cannot transcend to articulate in statement. 

This is, moreover) disclosure in my wakeful living of that which 

ultimately enables my behaviour, of that being to whom, ultimatelY., 

my !'esponsibility may be traced. 

I t may, indeed, further be - though I won':t stop here to argue 

so - disclosure of that which likewise enables personal behaviour of 

oth€:r persoru,;, and .Q[ the fact ~ this is so. None of which would deny 

to us the distinctions we do make, that we can, for instance, individuate 

on the basis of those criteria we use in doing so - which, when speaking 

of human beings, is the basis of dwelling in certain expressive centres. 

This argument moreover stands squarely in line with Upanisadic thought, . 
i.e. the notion that growth in knowledge amounts to 'continual disclosure' 

of the 'inborn Thou' or of 'Self' as referent of reflexive pronouns. 

Thi s of. course introduces the notion of moksa (or liberation) 0 

"LiberationU , says Swami Nikhilananda, "is therefore not something which 

is created,but is the realization of what has existed from eternity 
~5 

but has hitherto been concealed n (op. cit., p. 63). 

(b) Argument Two: 

10 In speaking of Jesus I remarked that even a being of his 

calibre must~ whi·lst in the world, yet appear to be of it; to this can 

now be added that, so far as he ~ in the world, he needfully ~ of it -

i.e., he was a being who spoke and moved as a concrete individual who 

shared relations wi th other such ind1 viduals. But the difference be-

tweEin Jesus and those among us creatures whose concrete individuality 

compri ses our wakeful reali ty, is that Jesus was wakefully aware of all 

such subjectness as sham, and make-believe. Whilst we deeply suffer our 

felt estrangement, Jesus suffered only our ignorance of its unrealness; 
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~ his impotence to break upon us.at a single stroke the knowledge of 

our :lgnorance - for he wept over Jerusalem. 

2. Therefore, whilst mindful of the above analysis, yet are 

we forced to admi t ourselves creatures of the world, suffering estrange-

ment and relation; nomadic a..'ld individual, in a degree. /nd as we 

already have observed, individualrless implies prior communion. As an 

individual, I relate myself in an "I_It" attitude, both to others as 

well as the world. 

3. We are therefore led to further conclude that - understand-

ing my person implies reconciliation; for it involves a return to where 

lone is wakefully aware of living this communion-situation from which one 

,appee.rs to be estranged. For in this situation, and only here, is one 

in 'lknowing directness' with that which,ultlmately is one's subject, for 

this is that primitive situation from which we, as individuals, come 

forth; that siutation in which we are Agents, and not the Subj ects ~l1e 

as Agents make ourselves, to borro'lV phi losopher John Macmurray's idiom; 

that si tuation in which we are Being, and not the "ego" we, in Being, 

construct of our "stresses'l , to speak as Marcel would. Only in this 

situation is our wakeful living th,at of our person proper. 

4. Therefore, the need for Being or, in Marcel's idiom, 

"ontological exigence", finds it practical value in terms of the guest 

~ommunion - the struggle to overcome separation, for in such 

distences lurk the poisons of falsehood. "Everything isolated leads 
;;6 

,astray. Only wholeness is reliable and .leads to salvation." (Buber; 

'~ of God and Love of Neighbour,', fro 'Hasidism'; p. 236). Whilst 

I remain at a remove from any bei~g or anything, it follows I do 

not fully understand my person. ~~d this communing movement we speak 
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of as - love. 'vr.ove ff

, says Suber,. "does not cling to the I in such a 

way as to have the Thou only for its 'content', its object; but love is 
~7 

between I and Thou. n (13uber; 'I and Thou'; 14-15) Or again: 

"-only he who learns to love one man after the other, 
attains, in his relationship to God, to God as God 
of the world. He who does not love the world can only 
in his relationship to God only a God who is solitary, 
asit were, or the God of his own soul; the God of all, 
the God who loves His world he first learns to know 
through himself loving the world. Thus one may then 
regard the ~yay from love of' man to love of God as 
deci si ve for the development of the p'erson, not as 
though he had to go thi s one way and not the other. ~$ 
(Buber; 'Hasidism'; p. 239) 

And whilst I will shortly ar.gue against the suggestion of relation 

contained in the stressed word ·'between", the argument otherwise here 

is clear: that love amounts to communion, which is not merely enter-

taining another as one's object of knowledge, but an effort to conquer 

fel t estrangement from the other~ which, I have argued, is an effort, 

not merely to banish the 'otherness' of the other, an effort truly to 

know the ultimate referent of personal pronouns used in his regard, 

but also an effort wakefully to understand the ultimate referent of 

reflexive pronouns. 
$.S 

"Love", continues Buber, "i s responsi bi 1i ty of an I for a 1.b.2!:!." 

('I and Thou'; p •. 15) These words perfectly express my meaning; for 

the quest of which I speak it s a responsible response to the call of 

Being. Ortega y Gasset approaches a similar understanding when he 

declares: 

. -'There are si tua tions, moments in i ife, in which, 
unawares, the human being professes great portions. 
of his ultimate personality, of his true nature. 
One of these situations is love. In their choice 
of lovers both male and female reveal their essential 



nature. The type of human being which we prefer 
reveals the contours of our heart. Love is an 
impulse which springs from the profoundest depths 
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of our being, and upon reaching the visible surface 
of life carries with it an alluvium of shells and 
seaweed from the inner abyss. A ski lled natural i st, 
by filing these materials, can construct the oceanic 
depths from which they have been uprooted.40 ("On Love''', p. 88) 

Nor dOles this differ from the German phenomenologist, Max Scheler, 

whose phenomenology of love is likely more adequate and certainly more 

thorough than any yet advanced, when he finds love to be '1an originally 

4' 
spiritual actU ("Ressentiment", p. 182; italics his own), whose value 

is not that it might "further human or social welfare", but, quite 

simply - that it is love. "The important thing is not the amount of 

welfare, it i s that there should be a maximum of love among men. The 

act of helping is the direct and adequate expression of love, not its 

meaning or 11 purpose , • I ts meaning lies in itself, in its illumination 

'2 
of the soul, in the nob i 1 i ty of the loving soul in the ac t of love." LI-

(op. ci t., p. 93; i tal ics his own)! Love, in other words, affords its 

own sufficient reason; for love i§. fullness. 

And with, thi s I concur, for when Scheler adverts to a Nspi ri tual 

act", he impliles the meaning I speak of when I talk of this "act" as 

ini tiated by that to which upersor. as 'ul timate explanation fI' - talk 

refers, as ini ti ated by the ul timcllte referent of person-talk as 

distinct from anything which is merely psychical of physical or organic., 

The Russi an philosopher-poet, Valdimi r Soloviev, speaks of "the radical 

meaning of love" which, he says, uconsists in the acknowledgement for 
43 

another creature of uncondi tional significance." ("The Meaning of Love", 

p. 58) Feeding on this tradition, N. O. Lossky was later to esteem love, 
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44-
uthe perfect acceptance and adoption of the exi stence of othersU 

(N. o. Lossky; 'Value and Existence'; p. 40), thereby pointing both to 

the other's otherness, and to the fullness which love is, to the 

perfection it actually expresses" In so doing, he explains how the 

meaning I speak of is fundamentally that of Scheler as well. For 

whilst we here see it as the guest for communion, we earlier also 

have seen i t ~ that communion, c3lnd hence, as an end of value in itself. 

And nothing is surprising in this: - for this "quest" is possible only 

because the communion quested already is effected. Indeed, this "quest" 

~ that per~ection which actually expresses the communion after which 

we seek. Hence it is that Scheler also speaks of love as, u a blissful 
45 

abili ty to stoop, born from an abundance of force and nobili ty." (.Q.P.:. 

ill-, p. 95), "the moving forces 'within the kingdom of God" (op. cit., 

p. 118; italics his ow.n), nan original force transcending the natural 
41<> 

domain." (op. cit., p. 131). Precisely in this sense did the Scholastics 

speak of God as ·'pure actU;for then they referred to God the Father 

whose Being ~ thi s "act" of communion: "God", said the au thor of the 

Fourth Gospel, "is love". Which lis our conclusion - that the person 

I am is a being who knows no bounds, understood only in living that 

communion who ~ God. 

Yet this scarcely begins to say all one might about the mysteries 

of love: and I echo these words of Soloviev -

"Eu t love, as I unders tand it is,. • • an extra
ordinarily complex affair, obscure and intricate, 
demanding fully conscious discrimination and in
vestigation, in which one needs to be anxious not 
about simplicity, but abou,t the truth. • • ::l 
~otten stump is simpler than a living man. n (opo cit., p. 58) 
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And we must of course be mindful that love is the "pleroma"; 

so love, in its final words, shines ineffable. 

(v) A Difference of Opini~: I now want to examine more 

closely the contention, stated at the outset as central to Buber's 

unde~standing - that the primitive situation of person-knowing (and I 

have spoken especially of knowing the person I am) is one of relation. 

Buber indeed claims all si tuations to be ~rrelational", even that 

final situation in which a person wakefully expresses himself in his 

fullness, even that si tuation which is love in its "radical meaning". 

And I have chosen not to talk like this, for I choose to remember that 

this situation is ineffable - and this will shortly appear to be more 

than merely a different way of talking, but really a di.fference of 

opinion. 

"'The extended lines of relations meet in the 
eternal~. Every particular 1hQ£ is a 
glimpse through to the eternal ~; by means 
of every particular ~ the primary word 
addresses the eternal l .. lli:m.. Through this 
mediation of the ~ of all beings fulfillment, 
and non-fulfillment, comes to them: the inborn 
1hQ£ is realised in each relation and consummated 
in none. It is consummated only in the direct 
relation with the. Thou that by its nature cannot 
become It.4'a ("1 a;;:dThou", po 75; italics his) 

Here are his final words about the uinborn !h2.!:!" lived in its fullness 

and this living he calls a "direct relation". So what I discover when 

I discover my person or develop into full maturi ty, is an "I-Thou" 

relation of mutual dependence betlveen some individual subject ("1") and 

the "~" who is his "eternal .I!l.ou". This is Buber's statement of the 

wakeful living of a person's "inbc)rn Thou". And this we believe to be 

mistaken, for, following the UpanlLsads we believe descriptive statements . 
to be impossible. It would not 01:herwise be ultimate. 
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In part, our problem will appear to be the words we choose to 

use o:r eschew. i\I1d Buber does once or twice talk as if hi s opinions 

parallel those we reflect from the Upanisads. As already noted, he says 
• 

that the "eternal Thouu is "the 1.t!2.!:! that by its nature cannot become 

an lltl. He expresse s this meaning again when, speaking of expressing 

the "eternal Thoull in one's wakeful living or in what he labels "the 

pure reI ationU
, he says this "Tho'!:!." - "canno t be 1 imi ted by another". 

He is talking of God's names, and he says - "But when he, too, who abhors 

the name, and believes himself to be Godless, gives his whole being to 

addressing the ~ of his life, as a ~ that 
49 

another, he addresses God", (op. cit., p. 76) 

cannot be limited by 

This "eternal Thou-' -' 
in other words, is he who cannot be made an object by me, 'i\'ho cannot be 

made an "ll". Which is why, in our opinion, the only words possible are 

worshipful ones. In regard of the "eternal 1:h.!:u!u, words, which are 

ciphers used or at least expressed by a subject having a certain present 

state in a world people by other such subjects, can only perform an 

evocative function, and never an indicative one. The Oxford thinker, 

J. L. Austin, who so closely analysed the cl ass of utterances which are 

~ performances (e.g. commands, interrogatives) might have called such 

utterances - "ritual performatives"; for this they precisely are: to 

say them is to do a rite, and not to speak about one. And here lies the 

wisdom of speaking as, in Christian theology, Barth and others do, and 

as was done so long ago as the Vedas - of speaking of God, Supreme 

Being, the Absolute, Brahman, the "inborn .Ih!2.!:!,", as "totally other". For 

it certainly is not possible to use of this state of being words used of 

our individual one: I mean, not possible in quite the same way. Pnd 
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the only vocabulary possible would he a reveflled one, ~pov:en by the 

being I am, whose only posl. tive content however would, by p"'lradox, be 

a negative one: would be apophatic, as is the way of Orthodox Theology; 

'WOuld be the Upanis<HHc "neti., neti" ("not this, not that") • . 
And Buber comes close to thi s meaning when he Aff i rms - "God is 

the Be\ng that is directly, most nearly, and lastingly, over against us, 
:so 

that may properly be addressed, not expressed". (op. cit., pp. 80-81) 

Moreover, he draws still nearer the opinion I have agreed for when 

he! rPE1(1i 1y accepts the Johannine fotlnula, "T and the Father are one" as 

appl Icable to thl s "pure relation" (which he also calls, the "supreme 

meeting'\ p. 77), provided this be i.nterpreted - "'I am the Father and 

Thou art I tI, (po 85). 

For, "In the relation wi th God uncondi tional exclusiveness and 
51 

unconditional inclusiveness are onen • (op. cit., p. 78) And we might 

compare this with the Upanisadlc edict" 'That art Thou'; i.e., 'the 
• 

Self' is 'the self'; i.e., the prc.per understanding of the being usually 

understood as the referent of 'bounded-ego' - talk is in terms of a 

language having the logiC of God-talk. 

Anyway, on their fa'ce, these statements by Buber at least have 

the appearance of. supporting our olpinlon. Buber appears to mean that 

wakeful realisation of my "inborn 1l!sllt" is finding out that to which I 

refer when I refer to myself as personal. All this might seem crystal 

clear. But not to be deceived, for it is quite clear that the situation 

we have shown to be given or disclosed, is that very situation which 

Buber designates as "pure relation". And though this relation, Buber 

I I 
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agrees, cannot be further characterized, yet it i[ a relation: one of 

"addressing~'. Exactly at this point does Buber's difference from us and 

from the Upanis. ads, become more than mere~y a different emphasis. For 

this term "addressing" is Buber's term for "worship". Yet, in Buber's 

mind, thi s can qui te val idly be characteri sed as the case of one being 

engaged in colloquy wi th another: to my mind, the case is rather one of 

li ved expressing, which Buber' s t~rofold understanding might validly 

symbolize in the sense of assist someone to understand. But it does not 

characterize. In the idiom of philosopher John Macmurray, to worship is 

to celebrate communion: in Buber's, to establish relation. This is, I 

think, clear from the terms he uses of the "eternal 1h2!:!.", terms like 

"lastingly over against USf~ and "supreme meeting". Nor as we have said 

is this only a matter of words, stressing one 'perspective' over another, 

the individual over the personal. For Buber, these relation-statements 

are strictly correct ones about the person I am. They refer to myself 

as the '~I" who knows a "'Thou~". They refer to the first and primal 

attitude. In calling the Gospel of John, "the GOspel of pure relation", 

he uses these words in explicating an understanding of" it - "The Father 

and the Son, like in being - 'We may even say, God and Man, like in being -

are the indissolubly real pair, the two bearers of the primal relation, 

which from God to man is termed mission and command, from man to God 

6-Z 
looking al1.d hearing, and between both is termed knowledge and love ~~! 

(op. cit., p. 85; italics mine). And to Buber, no understanding or 

mode of living goes beyond th i s onle. 

UBut what of mysticism? Dl::>es it not inform us how unity without 
53 

duality is experienced? May we dispute the truth of its account't,r (2J2.:. 

ill., pp. 85-86). And in these wo:rds, Buber gestures at d1ly objection. 
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He affirms "two kinds of happening in which duali ty is no longer 

experienced. These are at times confused in mystical utterances - I too 

once confused themu • They are after this f ash ion. 

':TI.'1.e one is the soul's becoming a uni ty. Thl sis 
something that takes place not between man and God~ 
but in man. Power is concentrated) everything that 
tries to divert it is drawn into the orbit of its 
mastery, the being is alone in itself and rejoices, 
as Paracelsus says, in its exaltation. This is the 
devi si ve moment for a man .• 54 (p. 86) 

And with this we have little need to deal. Suffice to note it to mean 

the integrating by man himself of all he is - a calling to order in 

rebuke of the warring members. But the second meaning is more to the 

point. 

"The other happening ga
, he' says, "lies in the unfathom

able nature of the relational act itself, in which two, 
it is imagined, become on~: 'one .. and one· united, bare
ness shines here into bar,eness'. 1 and ~ are absorbed, 
humanity, which just before confronted the godhead, is 
merged in it - glorificatio~,_ deification, and single-

5::7 ( 86 . 1 • • d ub "i) nesS of being have appeared. p. ,1 ta lClze 'ecome m nee 

Quoting a dialogue recorded between Pr~japati and Indra in "one of the 

Upani shadstf (presumably Book 8 of Chandogya), . Bubel' impugns the vi ew 

he thinks himself attacking on the dubious grounds that the "Self" 

adverted to has "gone to annihilat:ion"; so the doctrine in question 

Uleads not to lived reality but to 'annihilation', where no consciousness 
5"; 

reigns and whence no memory leads". (op. ci t., p. 88) He continues~ 

pressing his objection: 

"'lIn lived reaU ty there is' no uni ty of being. Reali ty 
exists only in affective action, its power and depth 
in power and depth of affective action. • Inner' rea11 ty, 
too, exists only if there is mutual action. The most 
powerful and the deepest t,'12al i ty exi sts where everything 
enters into the affective iaction~ without reserve the 
whole man and God the al1-4ambracing - the uni ted 1 



and the boundless Thou. 
The united l:~r in lived reality there is (as 

I have already said) the becoming one of the souls, 
the concentration of power, the decisive moment for a 
man. But this does not involve like that absorption, 
disregard of the real pel~.6;5(p. 89; italics mine.) 
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Now whether this justly interprets the Upanisad in question is 
• 

no t the central question. For Buber's attack leaves our opinion almost 

unruffled. In our opinion the tt.ro do !12.t. ~'become one", the U annihilation" 

does not vanquish ulived rea1ityJ~, and the being concerned is precisely 

lIthe real person:'. Indeed,.!!:ll!..t it is lithe real person" is entirely the 

point. And this opinion, which shortly I hope to show also to be the 

opinion of the Up ani sads, it might be as well, in closing this section, 
• 

briefly to summarize. 

In common wi th the Upanisads, I have suggested that "realising" 

or "consummating" one's "'inbom Thou" is wakefully to 1 i ve a state of 

being beyond relation, at least in the sense that it beggars verbal, 

descripti ve statemento I t can, however, be said to express an adequate 

or complete understanding of my person; for the pattern of development 

toward~ it, which (by definition) is the pattern of self-development, 

is shown to be progressive disclosure of the lineaments of my person, and 

not uconsummationU of any "direct: relation'" which intrinsically holds 

between my person and some being who is not my person. 

lind it mus t be of thi s pa,ttern, for the movement is continual 

satisfaction of "ontological exigence"', a gradual attaining to wakefully 

living that Being I ~ to be my destiny_ ~ it is of this pattern -

both progressive and disclosure - and yet ~ the pattern of my, personal 

development will appear a curious: mystery only to those who expect the 

human person to be less complex t:han constantly he proves himself to be. 

I 
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(vi) Small Summation: I want, in this penultimate section t to 

summarize why I believe Buber has argued in this way, why I believe it 

crucial for him to have done so, and why I believe he is mistaken in so 

doing. 

ItThe person"', Buber says, "is through and through nothing 0 ther 

than uniqueness and thus essentially other than all that is over against 
57 

it." (Buber; 'The Knowledge of Man'; p. 96; italics, mine). In other 

words, "the saying of 'Thou'" mean.§. ~'the affirmation of the primally 
S8 

deep otherness of the other. f
' (Buber; Ope cit., p. 96; italics, mine). 

Here Buber's clear concern is to preserve the autonomy of persons, to 

establish the ultimate referent of person-talk to be a self-initiator. 

For Buber, a person is the being "over against him whose claim stands 
5$) 

over against his 0'Wn in equal right". (Buber; Ope cit., p. 108) In this 

conclusion, he strives to do justice to two facts: (a) that a person 

is realized only in the banishment of estrangement we call 'communion'; 

(b) that a person is autonomous. It has therefore seemed clear to him 

ti1at all person-meeting must be relation. We have seen the same concern 

at work in these words from 'I and Thou': 

noro wish to understand pure relation as dependence is 
to wish to empty one of the bearers of the relation, 
and hence' the relation itself t of reali ty.,(iO (Buber; 
'I and Thou', p. 83) 

Buber has therefore felt that unless We can use 'responsibility' 

terms of the being in question (viz., 'praise', 'blame', 'free', 

'initiator', 'creator', etc.), this being is not a person - and with 

this there can be no quarrel. Yet Buber has also assumed that the being 

in question must be considered an, ind i vidual having autonomy. Hence, all 

indi viduals of whom we use person,-language are fully persons. Plural 
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use of person-language is nothing other than reference to related 

autonomous individuals: this Buber considers to be undeniably axiomatic. 

Each individual, qua individual, is a moral creature. Hence, "AII 
61 

relation is mutal" (Buber; Ope cts;,., p. 15); i.e., every 'Thou' I relate 

to has a nature similar in kind to mine, a nature which is at once over 

against my nature, and yet open 1:0 'responsi bi! i ty' terms qui te as mine. 

n It is from one man to another than the living bread of sellE-beling is 
~ 

passed." (Buber; 'The Knowledge of Man'; p. 71): the ultimate referent 

of person-talk about me is that l.rhich I am when essentially over against 

another 'Thou'. This 'over-agaiI1Lstness' or 'ontological distance' is 

i rreduci bly axiomatic for Buber's: theory of persons. And to this, we 

have seen two objections. 

(i) Knowledge of the "Eternal Thou" cannot be knowledge of a 

being over against yet similar in nature to myself, because this would 

be to place the individual, whose autonomy Buber seeks, however oddly, 

to preserve, on the same footing as the only ,I'Thou' who cannot be 

individual, the only 'Thou' who cannot, that is, be an 'It'. In Buber's 

"0' 63 'Words, the UEtemal lhQ£" can "pr,operly only be addressed,' n,ot expressed." 

(Buber; 'I and Thou'; p~ 81) "God1f
, he says, "cannot be inferred in 

anything - in nature, say, as its author, or in history as its master, 

or in the subject as the self that is thought in it. Something else is 

not • given', and God then elici ted from it; but God is the being that is 

directly, most nearly, and lastingly, over against us, that may properly 
64 

only be addressed, not expressed. jt
, (Buber; Ope ci t., p. 81) And the 

confusion seems clearly bespoken by the very unclari ty of this distinction. 

For the distinction seems to be bl:l tween , ·understanding.2.t, by ri tual 
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participation la, the Godhead', and 'describing by distancing oneself 

.f!.2!!l God'.' Yet if the fonner alone is possible, any 'over-againstness t
-

language seems to me impossible. The ·:Eternal Thou" is the ul timate 

explanation, over against which nothing could stand to delimi t. 

For this reason, knowledge of the 1'Eternal lh2.!:!." can only be 

knowledge of a being Whose nature is similar to mine, if it amounts to 

knowledge of the ul timate referent of personal pronouns employed in person-

talk about me. Hence, the introduction of Buber's "inborn Thou", meant 

as a notion for the sense in whi c:h my nature can be said to be that of 

the ItEternal 1!:!2!!u. Now if this is the case, the paradigm of knowing 

any ''Thou', namely ·~pure relation'" of 'I' with the "Eternal Thou", is 

non-relational, since it amounts to knowledge of one's self. Indeed, 

speaking of Hasidism, in . 'expounding what is essenti ally his own 

posi tion, wi th ~IHi s Shekina" in pl ace of "the inborn Thou", he remarks: 

The man who establishes unity in himself between the 
re alm of though t and the realm of deed, lvorl<s on the 
unification between the J~ealm of thought and the realm 
of deed, that is, between God and His creation in which 
he allows His Shekina ('i.ndwelling'), His Glory, to 
dwell, In fulfilling every commandment, man shall say: 
9 I do this in order to unite the Holy One, blessed be 
He, with His Shekina'. But it would mean a distortion 
of the teaching to understand this unification as 
taking place 'in' God. That the Shekina associates 
itself ~vith creation may not be grasped as a division 
wi thin God; no immanence l• even so uncondi tional a one 
as this, can mean a diminution of the perfection of His 
transcendence. The suspended paradox of the over
lapping influence of the Human essential deed has its 
truth in the inwardness ()f now and here; it would become 
nonsense if the conception of a ch&~ge in the being of 
God were combined wi th 111:.,65 (Buber; 'Hasidi sm'; pp. 214-215) 

In other words, Buber himself seems to verge on admitting the ultimate 

referent of personal pronouns to be God. 
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(ii) These last few words, ,suggesting the referent of such pro-

nouns to be unchanging, hence the atemporal "Eternal Thou", introduce 

what has been my' second cri ticism - that it is no mere accident of 

expression when Suber affirms 'Thou' to have no bounds. He remarks, 

"Every II is bounded by others. But when ~ is spoken, there is no 
~ 

thing. 1'!1,Q£ has no bounds. u (Buber; 'I and Thou'; p. 4) That this 

is no accident of speech but recognized by Buber as central to his 

thought, is clear from his talk about space-time. Though 'Thou' alone 

has a 'present' or, as he al so call sit, 'duration', these tenns are 

not 'passage of time' tenns. uThe presentfJ
, he observes, "is not 

67 
fugitive and transient, but continually present aJld enduring." (2£.:. 

ill., p. 13) He means, in lother 'words, the notion borrowed from him by 

Tillich and expa:nded into the concept of the '(;!·ternal now'. 

'\'The world of II is set i,n the context of space and 
time. 
The world of Thou i:s not :set in the context of either 
of these. G'1> (o~it., p. :33) 

Hence, the words: uThe~! knows no system of co··ordination1J
• (2E.,:. 

ill., p. 31). This does, I suggest, spring from the early recogni tion 

(op. cit., p. 4) that the '.11:m!!' is a subject,not an object, the 

ul timate explanat~on of knowledge of things which c:rumot therefore be 

explained in tenns of these 'things'. 

And yet, as we have seen, a relation which holds between members 

which have no bounds can be no relLation at all. Relations are between 

space-time things: a world which is neither spatit:ll nor temporal, cannot, 

therefore, be a liITorld of relation .. 
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(vii) Upanisadic 'multi-logic' system: illustration of: . 
I have aruged Buber's metaphysic, inadequate at one or two crucial points. 

I have argued also that the Upanisads are more adequate at these points • 
• 

'fhi s, I believe, is because of what I have once or twice called the 

Upanisadic 'multi-logic' system. In other words, a way of expressing 
• 

what we believe to be Buber's error is in these terms: to find this 

system lacking in logical richness; to find, that is, his linguistic 

implements inadequate to the task of expressing what is demanded of them. 

Every language has a loglc, a system of canons which governs its 

unique behaviour. There are, that is, as many logics as there are areas of 

discourse, or kinds of 'talk'. Whether in fact the languages precede 

their logics or corne after them, is not our present concern. Nor is it 

so easy a question as it might at first glance seem. Our major point 

is, however, that Buber expresses his thoughts in terms of a certain 

number of logics, whilst the Upanisads express themselves in terms of . 
many more; and since it seems clear that the extra languages employed by 

the Upani sads which Buber neglects (or perhaps deli berately omi ts) talk 
• 

about that to which they refer such that their referent could not be talked 

about in any other language, then it (virtually) follows that Buber's 

system does not do full justice to that which is real. 

In perhaps simpler, though (I believe) more metaphorical than 

accurate terms, the Upanisads more adequately express 'all the 
• 

dimensions of real i ty' (an obvious metaphor) than does Buber, whose 

system lacks the necessary logi cal richness. In contrasting Eastern 

logic w~ th that of the West, Govinda remarks: uTIle East gains by a 

constantly renewed 'concentric attack', by moving in ever decreasing 
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circles towards the object, many-sided, i.e. multi-dimensional impression 

fonned from the sum-total or the intergrating superimposi tion of single 

impressions from different points of view :- until in the last, conceptually 

no longer intelligi bIe, stage of this concentric approach, the experiencing 

subject becomes one "(vi th the object of contemplation. Out of this 

experi ence the symbol, the directing sign (comparable to the symbolic 

~g 

language of mathemati cs) and the self-transcending paradox is born" 

'-Logic and Symbol in the Multi-dimensional Conception of the Universe', 

L. A. Govinda, 'The Middle Way', Vol. 36, No.4) • .And this is certainly 

one way to describe what we would argue to be Upanisadic practice • . 
I want now simply to illustrate the logical richness I have 

claimed the Upanisads to have by discussing a group of Upanisadic 
• • 

notions. I hope in this way to show the terms dealt with in the 

hierarchical systems we will discuss, not to be, as they may seem, 

descriptive-language, but languages which express a certain metaphysic 

intending to evoke a certain unde~tanding, the ultimate aspect of which 

being that the Ultimate cannot be described. It is not of course true 

to say, as many do, that the Ultimate cannot be talked about - for this 

is precisely what we are doing now, and precisely what the Upanisads 

have done; it is merely the case tha t certain ways of talking (namely, 

descriptive ways) cannot be employed of the Ultimate. 

Book 7 of Chandogya opens with a request from Narada to be 

taught by the sage Sanatkumara, tC) which the Rsi replies: "Please tell 
.0 

7Q 
me "ivhat you already know. Then I shall tell you what is beyond 90 (Swami 

Nikhilananda; Ope cit., p. 336). And this reference to 'what is beyond' 

or, in the Shree Purohi t: Yeats 'translation, 'above', is a reference to 
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'higher' wisdom which (in our terms) demands for its expression a language 

whose logic is a 'transfiguration' of the logic of languages expressing 

'lesser' wisdom. The 'higher', in other "tvords, more adequately gives 

voice to our knowledge of the Ul tima te than the 'lesser'. In Buber's 

1 anguage "f I -Thou t can only be spoken wi th the whole being", whereas 

"' I -It' can never be spoken wi 1:h the whole beingu. There are, for 

Buber, two basic ways of talking - 'I-It', the logic of which is 

• transf i gured' when it becomes 'I -Thou 0 • 

By contrast, Chandogya, speaks of sixteen such languages, each 

one of which is said to be 'above' and 'beyond' all of its predecessors: 

in Govinda's words "it incorporates them into a higher system of 
7; 

relations" (op. cit., p. 155). The sixteen are these: 

1. name (nama.n) 
2. speech (v~c) 
3. mind (m~) 
4. will (saffikalpa) 
5. thought (citta) L.e. 'mind's mother substance' (Parohit:: 

Yeats) which could be rendered 'consciousness'. 
6. meditation (dhyana) 
7. wisdom or understanding (vi jnana) 
8. power or strength (ba1&) 
9. food (anna) 

10. water (apas) 
11. light or heat (tejas) 
12. air or space (ikida) 
13. memory (smara) 
14. hope '(a~a) 
15. 'vital-rife' or 'that which is the penultimate explanation 

of movement' (prana). 
16. truth (satya) 

f.nd these are such that in each case to understand them entails, 

but is not entailed by, an understanding of the referent of the terms 

said to be 'belowv or 'beneath' • Each is a word from a language whose 

singular logic more or less adequ,ately expresses the nature of how things 
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ul.timately are: naman - the only language of which Narada is at present 

capable, - representing the least adequate language, and satya, in 

betokening the most. These are not of course in any way descriptions, 

b~lt counters in a hierarchic system of logics meant by stages to express 

the metaphysic such that, all who follow the ~ 'through' these stages, 

'attain' the Ultimate, i.e. understand the language of satya. Such a 

person 'becomes an ativadi' (superior speaker) (Swami Nikhilananda; 

Ope cit., p. 344). 

But now the question is: how to become an ativadi'/ And once 

more Chandogya lists a series of conditions, pertinent to a series of 

languages - (1) 'to become a ~]£i, one must desire so to become. This 

is the general condition, meant essentially to test Narada's sincerity 

and good faith. It is nevertheless a sine qua non. And with the sincerity 

established (to Narada, for, being a rsi, Sanatkuma.ra could never have .. 
been in doubt), the s~ge proceeds (2) 'when one understands (i.e., 

'knows') satya, only then does one declare (speak) satya'. In like 

manner, the 'conditions', (4) 'thinking' presupposes 'faith', (5) "faith' 

presupposes 'devotion', (6) 'devotion' presupposes 'action' (i.e. dharma), 

(7) 'action' presupposes 'happiness' (i.e., 'bliss' = ananda); and 

~anda presupposes being the Ultimate ('The Infinite'~ Swami Nikhi1ananda; 

'The Unlimited', Parohit: Yeats; i.e., Brahman)~ 

In this way, once again a. series of more or less complex 

languages are interwoven to achieve, in the hearer, a 'knowledge' which 

amounts to union with the Ultimate. 

In such a fas~ion do the 1.lIpanisads (cf. TaitterIya; Book 3; 
• 
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Katha 1 :210-11; 2:3:4-8; vi rtually the enti re Aitareya) display a 

galaxy of languages, through whic:h shine a network of logics, by means 

of which the finnament of its tea.ching is sho'Wn forth. 



THE UPANISADS 
• 

CHAPTER III 

EXPOSITION OF THE TEACHING, ATMIIN IS BRAHMAN 

Introduction: I want nOli' to demonstrate how the shape I have 

argued to be the shape of Buber's metaphysic of 'the person', can be 

shown also to be a viable way of illustrating, at least in broad 

outline, the doctrine of personality embodied in the older, canonical 

Upanisads. In this way, the similarities will, I trust, speak for . 
themselves. The wider metaphysic and the wider ontology will not 

concern us here. Whilst I will in this section confine myself to the 

Upanisads, it will be occasionally necessary to mention parts of the 
• 

argument which, I trust, already has found clear statement. In this 

way, the interests of coherent presentation will best be served. 

It would not, I think, be too bold to affirm the central 

intention of the thirteen older Upanisads, for it is the content of . 
these with which we will be dealing, to be the expression of an adequate 

philosophy.of 'the person'. For the major concern is clearly to drive 

home the single theme that Atman ,is Brahman - that is, that the proper 

and only finally ·adequate referent of person-talk is that which is 

referred to by the tenn 'Brahman'. "The fundamental doctrines of the 

Upanisads tf says S. C. Chakravarti, "may be summed up as follows: the . 
Self in man is Brahman, and Brahman is therefore the one ultimate reality; 

the world is real; it cannot be unreal, because it emanated from Brahman, 

the Truth of the true; that the object of the Upanisads is to impart 
• 

right knowledge,.by means of which Atman would be found identical with 
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'12 
Brahman." ('The Philosophy of the Upani~ads~; Chakravarti; p. 160) 

Indeed, says M. P. Pandit, speaking of the aim of Upanisadic thought, 
• 

"To acquire knowledge of the Truth of 'the Self, to realize one's 
73 

identi ty wi th the utter Self is the one constant preoccupation." 

('The Upanisads'; M. P. Pandit; p. 33). 

"Thi sis the ideal pl aced before man by the Ri shi s of the 

Upanisads. There is a Reality ft'om which all derive their existence 

and significance; all are self-expressions or becomings of Something 

which is their Source and End. Ihey call It Brahman, they call It the 

Self; and they declare that it is possible for man to arrive at a 

realization of his oneness with this Reality. All life is a preparation, 

conscious or unconscious, for this endeavour which is indeed the highest 
74 

and nob lest purpose to which one's life could be yoked." (op. ci t.; 

M. P. Pandit; p. 33) A simpler and more succinct expression of our claims 

would be difficult to find: for Pandit has at once outlined most 

essentials of the person-philosophy of which we are talking, and also 

stressed this "philosophy" as central to Upanisadic intentions. And 
o 

when he further remarks in another work that, "To reali se one's identity 

with the Self within is to find one's unity with all other fellow-
'76 

beings, for the Self of one is also the-Self of the other and of all 0" 

('Mystic Approach to the Veda and the Upanishads'; M. P. Pandit; p. 133), 

he sounds yet a further phrase of the dominant theme and "constant 

preoccupation" of which we have spoken. 

Perhaps no words better illustrate this "preoccut:>ationU than 

. these from Brhadaranyaka: .. . 



Verily, in the beginning this was Brahman. It knew 
itself only as g I am Brahman'. Therefore it became 
all. And whoever among the gods became awakened to 
thi s - he indeed became that. And the same was the 
case with Rishis, the same with men •••• Whoever 
knows 'I am Brahman', he becomes all. Even the gods 
cannot prevent his becoming this, for he himself has 
become their Self.· (Brhadaranyaka Upanisad; 1:4;7; 
The Upanishads; tr. D. ~. Sarma) • 

·As the spider moves aiong its threads, and as from a 
fire tiny sparks fly in all directions, even so from 
this Self come forth all organs (prana), all worlds, 
all deities and all beings. Its mystic name (upanisad) 
is ~the Truth of truth' (satyasya satya). The senses 
(prana) are the truth and the Self is the Truth of 
trutil.':76 (op. ci t., 2:1:20; Sarma) 
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The constantly recurring Upanisadic dogma I have here striven to demon-

strate might, for simplicity, finally be placed in the following 

syllogistic form: 

i) the self (atman) is B:rahman 

ii) Brahman is 'all there is'. 

Hence: the self (atman) is 'all there is'. 

In other words, the u1 timate refelrent of personal pronouns used 

reflexively, is identical with the. ultimate referent of personal 

pronouns, however they be used, as well as the ul timate referent of 

all referring expressions whatsoever. Hence, any adequate statement 

gi yen the nature of personali ty must· amount to an adequate expression 

of "the Truth of truth". 

And it is with this point - that the ultimate referent of 

person-talk is Brahman - that we begin the argument as I intend, for 

our purposes, to illustrate it from the Upanisads • 
• 

Note on Method: 

(1) Transliteration: My convention in what small trans-
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Ii teration I wi 11 do, shall be to abide as closely to the Sanskri t 

original as possible. I will therefore try to retain the original 

pointing, rather than convert all signs and ciphers into English letters -

'Upanisads' rather than 'UpanishaLd:s'; 'rsis' and not 'rishis'; to mention . 
the two most common examples. This will be my convention, wi th one 

important exception. In quoting, I will copy precisely as before me. 

I assume all authors to have their reasons for their own conventions; 

and the se reasons I wi 11 seek a1 ~rays to respec t. 

(2) Translations: I will draw quite heavily on a little kno~, 

and sadly eclectic translation of: D. S. Sarma, which seems to me to hold, 

not.merely the most readable English of all translations I have consulted, 

but often the most adequate translation as well. I t does, moreover,. 

supply the devanagari scri pt of Cllll passages rendered, and though I will 

nowhere attempt my own translatioln, I will place in brackets the English 

transliteration of a devanagari word or phrase when (a) the translation 

seems to be to do poor justice to these ~rds or phrases, or (b) the 

men tion of a Sanskri t phrase seelllis to add helpful atmosphere of under-

standing. 

I feel sure the reason fo,r the relative obscurity of this 

volume can be traced to two facts:: first, that the volume has, to my 

knowledge, appeared only in Indi elL, and second, that even here it emerged 

as an anthologized selection betw;reen paper-covers. 

(3) General: This chapter is in two-parts, titled respectively: 

(1) That Atman is Brahma~; (ii) On the Nature of Brahman. The second 

chapter of this section, and the fourth chapter of the thesis, will be 

discussion of implications flowin.g from these two parts. 
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(1) That Atman is Brahman: "The Self", says B:-hadarax;yaka, 

nis indeed Brahman (sa va ayam atma brahma), consisting of knowledge, 

mind, life, sight, hearing .. of earth, water, air, ether (aka§a), 

light and no light - of desire and absence of desire, anger and absence 

of anger, righteousness and absence of righteousness. It consists of 

all things. This is what is meant by saying that it 'consists of this 
77 

and consists of that,.n '(Sarma; OPe ci t.; Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, .. . 
4:4:5). A similar qui te e"plici t statement of the doctrine is offered 

by Tai tti:rlya: o'He who knows Brahman which is Reali ty, (sat yam) , 

K~owledge (jnanarn), and Infinity (anantam), hidden in the cave of the heart 

and in the highest akasa - he, being one with the omniscient Brahman, 
7'8 

enjoys simultaneously all desires." (Taittirrya Upanisad; 2:1:1; . 
Nikhilananda; Ope cit.) 

Here, then, Atman is plahlly equated with Brahman in direct 

indicati ve speecho Tai tti riya also talks of Brahman as "in the cave 

of the heart", or~ in the words o:E Radhakrishnan, --in the secret place 

of the heart". The Sanskrit word for this phrase is 'guhayam', which 

strictly speaking means - 'in the secret inner-sanctum of one's person'. 

Brahman, in other words, is once more affi rmed as being in that place 

wherein resides the ul timate refe:rent of person-talk. Moreover, we find 

here, both explicitly and by suggestion, many of the important points we 

will approach in coming sections. For instance, not only is this 

identi ty affi med; it is also proposed as more than merely vacuous, as 

it would be were one tem a mere :;ynonym for the other. We are, in 

other words, given content for that notion which is here said to be the 

proper conception of the ultimate referent of person-talk: we are told 
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what Brahman is. 

Also, we find here an example of one of the more important 

linguistic devices used by the rsis in their instruction - the method ... 
which employs the logic of paradox in speaking of Brahman. That Brahman 

is spoken of, both as 'X, yet 'not-X', indicates the language clearly 

to be other than descriptive, and to be yet another linguistic device 

for communic ating the understanding or, in Upanisadic terms, "knowledge" 
• 

(jnana) implicit in Brahman-talk;; with, on this occasion, the special 

intention of showing a certain kimd of language - namely, the language 

of description .. to be precluded.. But this once more is a premature 

glimpse at sections of the argument yet to come. 

In slightly less explicit words, Brhadaranyakopanisad goes on: . . . 
He who cons i s ts of knowlledge among the sense s, he i s 

verily the great unborn self (mahan ala atmB.). In the 
space within the heart liles the controller of all, 
the lord of all, the ruler of all. He does not become 
greater by good works, nor smaller by evil works. He 
is the bank which serves as a boundary to keep the 
different worlds apart. Him the Brahmanas seek to 
know by the study of the Veda, by sacrifices, by 
gifts, by penance, by fasting. On knowing him only, 
one becomes an ascetic. Desiring him only as their 
world, mendicants leave their homes. It is because 
they know this that the sages of old did not wish for 
offspring. What shall we do wi th offspring, they sai d -
we who have attained this Self, this World? And they, 
having risen above the desire for sons, the desire for 
wealth, the desire for worlds, wander about as mendicants. 
For the desi re for sons is the desi re for weal th, and 
the desire for wealth is the desire'for worlds. Both 
these are indeed desires only.7P (Brhadaranyaka Upanisad; 
4:4:22; Sarma; op ..... ci t.) 

.. . 
Once more the doctrine of this identi ty forms the centre of instruction; 

though this time, circumspectly .as the assumed truth underlying a 

eulogy upon the supreme worth of the quest for knowledge of this 
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identity. 4:5:6 of this same Upenisad holds an even more explicit 
• 

statement of the 'WOrth of this quest. Yajnavalkya is in di alogue wi th 

his wife Maitreyi, whom he instructs with the words - "Lo, verily, not 

for love of the husband is the husband dear, but for love of the Soul 
_ so 

(Atman) is a husband dear." (~Iad~ranyaka 4:5:6; Hume 'The Thirteen . . 
Principal Upanishads') This formula is continued through progressive 

possi ble candidates for intrinsic: worth, each being said to have 

worth sofar as they can be understood to be Atman. He proceeds through 

"love of the wife", "love of the sons", "love of the wealth", lIIlove of 

the cattle", "love of Brahmanhood", "love of Kshatrahood", IIlove of the 

worlds", "love of the gods~', ·'love of the Vedas·', "love of beings 

(bhuta)", "love of all": till finally he concludes - uLo, verily, it 

is the Soul (Atman) that should be seen, that should~be hearkened to, 

that should be thought on, that should be pondered on, 0 Maitreyi. 

Lo, verily, in the Soul's being seen, hearkened to, thought 

on, understood, thi s world .. all (.§arvam) is known.~' (op. ci t., 4:5:6) 

And the reasoning upon which this claim to paramount value 

is made is obvious. Supreme worth rests with the quest for 

knowledge (jnana) of the ultimate referent of person~talk, for this 

amounts to knowledge of, which can be no less than union with, 

Brahman. Knowing Brahman entails being Brahman - that is, entails 

indwell ing satvasya sat yam. This awareness which, 'the Upanisads 
~ 

teach of as "turiya", the fourth ,or transcendental mode of awareness, 

Mandukyopanisad talks of as: 
•• 



That which does not cognize either internal objects 
or external objects, which is not a mass of cogni tion, 
which is nei ther cogni tl ve nor non-cogni tive - that which 
cannot be seen, which cannot be described, which cannot 
be grasped, which has no distinctive marks, which 
cannot be thought of, which cannot be designated, -
that of which the essence is the knowledge of the 
Olleness of the Self, that in which the world ceases 
to exist - the peaceful, the benign, the non-dual -
such they think is the fourth quarter. That is the 
Altman. That is to be kno~m. f!>1 (Mandukya; 7; Sarma; 2.l2..:. 

) ; . 
clt· 
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And here, the need to approach thi s knowledge is forcefully advanced 

in words meant to' allow satyasya sat yam to shine clear in i ts o~ light. 

For these words are an expression of that mode of being which cannot 

be an object for itself, which cannot be spoken of descriptively, 

words about a 'Thou' which can never be an 'It': and they make the 

point !=hat; - indwell ing satyasya sat yam means being that which isReal. 

This, then, is the final vindication of the claim to paramount worth -

that acquiring the knowledge here spoken of amounts to indwelling 

that which is irreducibly "II:'ea1'. Hence, the' quest for self-knowledge 

gives rise to the conclusion that the ultimate referent of self-language 

is, 'that which is the ultimate e:!{planation of all that is'; or, to 

put thi s latter phrase in different words, that which most properly 

deserves the epi thet 'real'. "Thl~refore, he who knows it as such, having 

become calm, self-controlled, withdrawn, patient and collected, sees the 

Self in his own self, sees all in the Self. Evil does not overcome him, 

he overcomes all evil. Evil does not bum him, he burns all evil. Free 

from evil, free from taint, free from doubt he becomes a true knower of 
'6). 

Brahman." (Brhadaranyaka; 4:4:23; Sarma; Ope cit.) 
• • 

Now clearly the quest spoken of is no ordinary quest; it clearly 

differs in kind from searches whic:h occur in the world, for in wordly 
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searches, there is always an object to be found which differs from the 

finder. Yet quite the .converse is true of the search for one's self, or 

for knowledge of the ultimate referent of self(person)-language. 

For the quasi-paradoxical fact about this search is that the seeker 

coincides exactly wi th the object: of the search. And when Mundaka 

2:2:4 uses the image of an arrow which is one wi th its target, the oddi ty 

of this s4:!arch is beautifully expressed - for the point is precisely 

that the self, thought of as 'seeker' is like the arrow, thought of as 

in f1 ight ll whilst the self, thought of as the sought-for ul timate 

referent of person-talk is like the target aimed at. Hence, to wakefully 

recognize the ultimate referent sought for as the truth about the seeker, 

is to recognize that the arrow and target are one$ But again, this is 

a note added for clari ty, the ess,ential point of which wi 11. be deal t 

wi th in more detail later. 

Wi th these textual eviden1ces, I have briefly sketched the meaning 

of the maxim which heads thi s section - that the ul timate referent of 

person-talk is that which is meant by the word 'Brahman'. Yet, I have 

scarcely '\ei ther argued, ·.or se~m but traces of argument for thi s 

supposed I:l'identity"o This is for good reason; and when Dasgupta remarks 

that "the Upani sh:ads do not represent so much a conceptual system of 

philosophy as visions of the seers who are possessed by the spi r1 t of 
"i):; 

this Brahman" (S. Dasgupta; fA History of Indian Philosophy'; vol. 1; 

p. 48), he speaks of thi s good reason. "The Upansadic doctrine of uni ty • . 
it cannot be too strongly insisted, is not a mere metaphysical speculation: 

't1,4 
••• it is: a liberating gospel." (K. N. Rawson; 'The Katha Upanisad'; • 
p. 26) In. other words, the Upanisads are manuals of spiritual 

" 
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instruction, not tomes of discursive thought; and later, we shall delve 

further into this. For the nonce, our point is this: ,that in a sense, 

the claim in question would seem rather the end that any beginning to 

Upanisadic teaching. For the ttknowledge'which is here spoken of, the . 
"knowledge" which is indwelling .=?,8tyasya sat yam, the ttknowledge" which 

is the meaning of this "Message of Identity", is that which the 

Up ani sads seek to impress as the ul timate conclusion of thei r argument. 
e 

One mi ght therefore expect thi's "IMessage1
• to conclude our argument, not 

to be its introductory axiom. Ho'wever, even were the Upani sads other . 
than "the resu1 ts, not of a 10gi cd but of a po~tic approach to Reali ty" 

(Sanna; 2..E1. ci t., p .. 1), there is clear reason why, if this maxim can be 

accepted at all, it must be affinnable at the outset. And it is for 

these good reasons I now wi sh to ,argue; that is, I now, want to 

demonstrate the limits to which alC'gument can go in supporting the claims 

of this "MlessageU
, and show precb:;ely what such "support" would amount 

to. 

Firstly, the maxim is by no means simply put as axiomatic; 

though it II affirmed as the undoubted experience of the rsis 

responsible for the teaching. "I am the mover of the tree (of the universe). 

My fame rises high like a mountain peak. My root is the supremely pure 

(Brahman). I am the unstained essence of the Self, like the (nectar of) 

immortali ty that resides in the Sun. I am the brightest treasure •.. 1 

am the shining wisdom. I am immol!~tal and undecaying.' 

Thus did Trisanku proclaim after the attainment of the Knowledge 
<t,S 

(of the Self)." (TaittirIya; 1:10:1; Nikhilananda; Ope cit.; c.f 

also B~hadaranyaka 1 :4:10) The words used here are an expression of the . . 
"indwell ing" we are speaking of t and no longer the utterance of any 
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individual. Throughout, the reflexive pronoun is used to refer to the 

Ultimate, to the ultimate referen.t of person-language. 

Now; as the enlightening occasion of the rsis, an awareness of .. 
the identl ty in question can be thought of as the underlying fact which 

inspi res this teaching to commence; for it certainly would prove 

impossi bl~a, 'wi thout the prior establishment of this awareness in the 

heart of the teacher. If we think in this way, of the human occasion of 

the teachIng as distinct from the logical fabric of the doctrine itself, 

the identI ty of Atman and Brahman can be said to be the start and not the 

end of instruction - since a finn placement in the soul of the mentor 

(~) is a ,sine qua non of its commencement. 

Neve:rtheless, the scriptures are laced with what I have termed, 

a multi-logic system. In this way do they endeavour to speak about the 

many, at least apparently, real phases through ~1hi ch a being aspi ring 

to self-knowledge must pass to achieve the ultimate understandi~g 

expressed in statement about the identity in questien. By this multi-

legic sys1tem, I mean the many ways in which it is pessi ble to talk about 

hew things alt'e, and especiaUy how it is with one as a person. Each of 

these ways has a logic in seme part unique to it; and as they appear in 

the Upanisad:s, they express a kind ef order, symbolizing their greater 
II 

or lesser adequacy as languages purporting, that is, to be about the 

ul timate It'eferent ef person-talk. And the claim is always that those 

who earnestly seek to understand the nature of this ultimate referent, 

will always be given to know this as what is meant by 'The Ultimate', 

'The Infinite', 'The All Embracing' - as, that is, what is meant by 

'Brahman'" There is, therefore, even within Upanisadic teaching, a 
o 
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logical development such that, oj: any series of languages pretending 

to talk about reality, or of any series of understandings more or less 

adequate to reality, 'Atman is Brahman' - language, or the understanding 

expressed by it, is always final and ultimate. And to call it final 

and ultimate, is to say that its logic adequately accommodates everything 

expressed ln, all other languages,. as well as the singular understanding 

expressed in its own, vithout itself being accommodated by any of them. 

So then, it remains cleal~ that, so far as the "knowledge" of 

this identity is founded upon the experience of its teaching, the teaching 

is based on empirical fact. Now though the suggestion is that, in fact, 

such Eill al'ways prove the case for seekers pure in heart, that such 

beings Eill always be subject to such an experience, the doctrine neither 

is, nor need be, left merely there. For the claim is also that such 

!ill:!.2..!:. always prove the case - viz., that not only can every other 

alternative be shown to be less than adequate, but, when the language of 

the teaching is properly grasped., these cl,aims (and centrally the claim 

to ,the identity in question) must be seen to be true; must be seen to 

bespeak satyasya sat yam. Put in ,other words, the quest is the nature 

of the referent of person-talk; ~~d when the claims of alternatives are 

cri tically e:l,amirled, none will suffice but this one, which, merely to 

understand is to recognize as tru~e. We can therefore demonstrate the 

truth of thi s identi ty-statement 1",1 th a piece of clear-headed reasoning, 

relating to an analysis of language. For, if this statement is true, 

that we should arrive at its truth through a piece of reasoned analysis 

is a necessary corollary of it. The simple point is, that the ultimate 

referent of personal pronouns 1[ Brahman, and not that the being referred 
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to by such pronouns becomes Brahman by certain empirical moves. At best, 

he may, in such moves, come wakefully to understand that he is Br~hman. 

Yoga, in other 'Words, changes merely the content of a being's wakeful 

awareness, and never the referent: of person-talk about that being. 

"Brahman is not grasped by the eye, nor by speech, nor by the other 

senses, nor by penance or gOOd works. A man becomes pure through 

serenity of intellect; thereupon, in meditation, he beholds Him who is 
~ 

without parts.n (Hundaka; 3:1:8; Nikhilananda; Ope cit.). In his .. 
commentary upon these words, Sankara puts the point even more clearly: 

The buddhi of every man is by nature pure, lik~ a clean 
mirror of water, and therefore capable of Se1f~~now1edge. 
But, being polluted by attachment to external objects, 
it becomes unclean, like a stained mirror or like muddy 
water. That is why the buddhi does not know Atman, which 
is the inmost Self of all. But when the taint caused by 
attachment and desire is removed, then the buddhi becomes 
clear and serene, 1 ike a Ic1ean mi rror and clear water. 
Through the pure intellect one realizes Atman.~7(quoted, 
Nikhilanada; Ope cit., p. 117, footnote) 

The claim is, then, that lPersonal pronouns refer to Brahman, 

that their meaning or use is so to refer. It is, therefore, a claim 

about the logic of language, and n.o longer an empirical one. Now at this 

point, the term 'Brahman' Simply means - 'whatsoever understanding is 

ultimate! Hence, at this point, that these pronouns so refer cannot be 

denied, since, to this pointt the argument is analytic. 'Brahman' is 

merely a synonym for 'ultimate referent'. So far as this is true, 

merely to understand the language of the point at issue is to recognize 

its validity. But clearly, more must be said to rescue this conclusion 

from vacuity_ And of course, more has been said. 

As we have remarked, the tlpani sads certainly do gi ve more 
• 
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than a vacuous content to this identity statement. They do off~rm 

'Brahman' to have a meaning which differs from the meaning of terms 

about isolated egos or individuals. 

Now, statements about ultimate reality suffer from a peculiar 

malady - when they are true, they can be understood, and hence sensibly 

stated, only by those who already know their truth, and who therefore 

have no Cause to investigate their claims. Hence, true statements about 

Ultimate reality need investigation only by those who cannot do so. To 

expand this point ,a 1i ttle: no on,e who Is ignorant of the nature of 

ultimate reality can be broken from this ignorance by discursive argument, 

for such a being would be utterly incapable of grasping the logical 

lineaments of any language in which such argument might feasibly be 

clothed. It therefore follows, !f any statement about ultimate reality 

is true, only he who understands the language of its expression will 

know so, for he alone will have been witness to its truth; hence, the 

mere possibility of comprehending talk about the ultimate validates 

the claims of this talk. To rei te:rate - if theSEI-' claims can be -
investigated, they are self-evident, so need not be; if they cannot, 

they have fallen on minds whose i~lorance precisely, and only, ~ need 

their scrutiny_ '!If you only know that God is", says R. D. Ranade, nthen 
<&'1» 

alone is God realized by you~'. (R'D D. Ranade; 'A Constructive Survey of 

Upanishadic Philosophy'; po 340) 

There is of course n,o dilemma here, for the point is, these 

cliams always,;~ be in~estigated: "the 'ignorant mind' I have spoken of 

is, in other words, a quite imposslLble theoretical abstraction, since no 
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~ at all. I have stated the 5:i wation in thi s way merely the more 

sharply to establish the place of sruti, that is, of revelation. For, to 

"investigaJ;eu these claims win not be to 'find something out', but to 

in some sense, cl.arify what is already known, through being revealed. 

And there is perhaps some such reasoning as this behind the 

Upanisadic method of seldom doing more than stating the various roul ti-. 
logic systems - for once they are put in words, that they express ever 

more adequate ways to talk about personality, either is self-evident, 

or beyond credence. Kenopanisad remarks that "He (the supreme Brahman) 

does n0~ approach the eye, or speech, or mind. We do not recognize 

(Brahman as anything perceptible); therefore we do not know how to teach 
'"i"g 

him (his nature to a disciple)." (~; 1:3; Roer translation with 
, 
Sankara bhasya; vol. 1). Indeed, "Atman~', says Katha, "is subtler than . 

&0 
the sublest, and not to be known through argument." (Katha; 1:2:8; --.-
Nikhilananda; Ope ci t.). The overriding intention of Upanisadic 

• 
methods of instruction must, ther~iafore, be to draw into wakeful awareness 

that which already.is known. Thils thought in itself ought to give one 

pause about assuming these or any scriptures to be works in systematic 

philosophy. 

Finally, my argumen,t has flot proven the equation in question, 

because it has not looked sufficiently at what meaning is given to 

'Brahman' which purports to overcome any suggestion of vacuity about the 

conclusion. This I will now endeavour to do. 

(ii) On the Nature of Brahman: We have now seen the nature 

of the argument that, to understMld Brahman-talk means 'knowing' Brahman, 

which in tUm means being Brahman .. But this will make little sense until 
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some content has been given to, the word itself; until, that is, some lnde-

pendent meaning has been gi',en to the cipher 'Brahman I, such that its 

use can be distinguished from the uses of those words with which it has 

been equated. I have implici tly distinguished it from linguistic devices. 

such as any idiosyncratic use of the reflexive pronoun - which can apply 

only in one case, whose referring use is isolated to one situation among 

others; for the referent of this word, we have said, paraphasing 

Upanisadic teaching, is'- 'all there is' • 
• 

But this I have merely said, by way of using shorthand for 

Upanisadic teaching. It has not been argued. The argument sofar has . 
reached this point: ,that, so f'ar as satyasya sat yam is merely a synonym 

for 'the u1 timate referent of person-talk', then any comprehension of the 

meaning of this phrase amounts to the recognition that its referent is 

the u1 tim ate referent of person-talk., I t therefore remains, both to 

expose Upanisadic teaching upon the nature of this referent, and to 
• 

question whether this latter ~ amount to the ultimate referent in 

question. 

In this section, I shall firstly seek out this teaching, stress-

ing only its central meaning, and, in the main, bypassing whatsoever 

detailed devices are used to communicate it, and secondly, partially 

vindicate the equation affirmed between Brahman-talk and person-talk; 

between, that is, the referent of these two languages. In the course 

of this discussion, a natural place will be found to take further my 

distinction, between (1) developmen,t, through history, of ideas, and 

(ii) similar suppo,sed development ,of revealed truth, between the 

development of philosophies or met:aphysics, and of inspired utterance of 



satyasya sat yam; between, in other woros, smrti and sruti. This , 
elaboration, which falls wi thin the body and not on the outski rts of 

this section, has been· included for these reasons: 
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(a) to explain the preference for the phrase uUpanisadic teaching ll . 
to the more colloquial "Upani sadie philosophy", except where thi slatter . 
phrase would not obscure the distinction I am making; 

(b) to explain why I claim the Upani~ads to be a unity, despite 

undoubted heterogenei ty of the li terature transmi tted to us. To explain, 

that is, ~ is meant by the tluni ty" spoken of - namely, sruti. Hence, . 
however one thinks of I redactions', glosses I, • recensions', beneath them 

all ~ be the single thread of immutable gold, the inspired utterance 

of satyasya sat yam which nei ther dlecei ves nor al ters;. 

(i) In a tome which bears some relation to its title, .~ 

Hindu Conception of the Dei ty', Bhi:lratan Kumarappa traces the Upani sadie . 
doctrine of Brahman from (a~ the cosmogonic myth found in Brhadaranyaka . . 
1:4:1-5, to (b) the referring use of words like 'water', 'food' and 

'breath' (pr~na), which nonnally al~e used to indicate natural phenomena • . 
Let us examine this putative develc)pment, and Kumarappaus words about it, 

with this twofold intention: (1) to extract the central meaning of these 

certainly early del i verances upon the nature of the referent in question; 

or, to speak wi th a poetiC licence,l shall borrow from time to time, 

certainly early names of Brahman; 

(2) to introduce discussion of sroti versus 

philosophy. 

Kumarappa begins wi th the BtSSUrance tha t thle Brhadaranyaka 
o' .' . ,'. 

myth of creation, which likely suppUes the earliest 1l\ameS for Brahman, 
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is ne better than "crude anthropemerphismfl • Frem thence, he centinues, 

"we rise te a distinctively higher level ef philesephical theught", when 

we progress "te explanatiens in terms ef natural phenemena" - viz, water, 

feed and breath (oIl', wind). These explanatiens, he says, arese "precisely 
9' 

because these areabselutely essential te human life". (all quetatiens 

frem, B. Kumarappa; ep. cit., p. 3). New clearly, certain assumptiens 

are at work here, mOist: glaringly that the Upanisadic rsis were attempting 

te present seme kind ef "philosephical theught". That this is a fal se way 

te appreach these er any scriptures Will, I hepe, be clear frem examin-

atien ef the mere basic assumptien which Kumarappa has imposed upen the 

literature, therewith te sift it accerdingly - namely, the Western myth 

ef 'pregress'. By this I mean, thle Western assumption that all mevement 

forward in time ameunts to advancement, ceupled perhaps with, er even 

implied by, the Christian notion of 'progressive revel ation' • 

I t may be true, and shertly I wi 11 argue that in a way it is true, 

that "Whether the ul timately real is conceived of as Water, Feed, cr 

Breath, it is precisely because these are absolutely essential te human 
J;;)!l. 

1 ife" (Kumarappa; Ope ci t., 5); but to view the relation between (a) 

and (b) as "crude anthropomerphism" impreved upen by "higher ••• phil

osophical theught"', is totally wi thout substance, both in assuming the 

relation to be of such an order at all, and in assuming any mere deep 

interpretation, necessarily false. Let us neW examine the evidences 

for (a) and (b). in the hope of suggesting seme deeper interpretaticn. 

A most beautiful expression is given the myth ef creatien in 

Brhadaranyaka 1 :4:1-50 an expressictn which reminds one at ence ef the . . 
opening to Genesis and the first few verses of John's Gospel. 



':In the beginning this (world) was only the self (~tman), 
in the shape of a person. Looking around he saw nothing 
else than the shape of 'a person. He first said, 'I am'. 
Therefore arose the name of I. Therefore, even to this 
day when one is addressed he says first 'This is I' and 
then speaks whatever other name he may have •••• He 
was afraid. Therefore one who is alone is afraid •••• 
He, verily, had no delight. Therefore he who is alone 
has no delight. He desired a second. He became as large 
as a woman and a man in close embrace. He caused that 
self to fall in two parts. From that arose husband and 
wife. Therefore, as Yajnavalkya used to say, this (body) 
is one half of oneself, like one of the two halves of a 
split pea. Therefore this space is filled by a wife. 
He became united with her. From that human beings were 
produced. 93 (Brhadar8.lwakC!-, 1 :4:1-4; Radharkri shman; 

. t ) • • Ope Cl • 
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To this, Kumarappa remarks, "Such crude anthropomorphism where the 

Prime Being is conceived of on. the analogy of a man, and the method of 

creation is regarded on the analogy of animal reproduction, stamps the 

theory as one of the oldest preserved for us in the Upani shads." 

(Kumarappa; Ope cit., p. 3) But to argue on these grounds only would 

seem to command such credence as 8.I1y suggestion that the Fourth Gospel 

must be a "crude" and upioneer" work, because it uses the relational 

implication "wi th God" CrrpQ'i -rov e~Ov) of the Word ( 'Aoyt.>S), rather 

than simply stating outright that "the Word ~ God" ( eGO~ ~v 0 AiJyo~. 

To deem the teaching here enshrined "crude" seems to me absurd. The 

'depth- I would a~gue to be here, I illustrate with but two, quite random, 

suggested interpretations. 

(1) The fi rst manifestation of the Supreme Being was to 

establish Himself as the referent of the reflexive pronoun: "Therefore 

arose the name of I" (tato 'ham namabhavat). Hence, the suggestion that, 

whenever the reflexive pronoun is properly used - used, that is, to 

indicate a person - the Supreml~ Being is i ts'!ul timate referent. 
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(2) Whatever is predicated of the Supreme Being, is necess~rily 

predictable of any being by whom" the reflexive pronoun is properly used. 

His behaviour is the archetype of what would necessarily be the behaviour 

of any si tuation to which person-t:alk can be applied. "H~ was afraid. 

Therefore one who is alone is afraid." "He, verily, had no delight. 

Therefore he who is alone has no delight." Hence, the ultimate explanation 

of all 1"i ghtful movement (dhanna) of any si tuation to which person-talk 

applies, is that, in i110 tempoz;:e, the Supreme Being so moved. Hence, to 

draw forth the c:entral principle hlere expressed; since influence of the 

Supreme Being entails Hi s presence (for nothing l23:!.! the Supreme Being can 

move ~ He does), all personal mOVj:lment is, ultimately, movement of this 

Being. 

I find n.othing deserving the epithet "crude" in this. I am not 

of course suggested the rsi s to have had these interpretations in their .. 
minds in expressing themselves as t.hey did; nor even that, had thi s nay 

of construing their words been put to them, they would have understood 

the language employed. My suggestion is only that .the scriptures are 

open to such int1erpretations as can. clearly be seen to be of utmost 

complexi tye In lplalin words: there can be no good reason to deny such 

'depth' of the sc::riptures in question. Nothing, it seems to me, 

jus ti fi es Kumarappa' s cl aim tha t, "When, however, we pass to a comara ti vely 

universal and omnipresent element such as Space as the First Principle, 

we seem for the~first time to pass to the level of abstract thought which 

has succeeded in di ssoc i a ting i tsellE from the sens i ble and the an thro-
96 

pomorphic." (Kumarappa; 00. ci t., p. 6). The very passage used to support 

this statement seems alien to its iJltent .. Chandogya 1:9:1, which says, 



"jHhat i.s the goal of thi s world? He (the sage) repl ied, 
'Space, for all these creatures are produced from space. 
They return back l-nto space. For,:;!space is greater than
these. Space is the final goaL",:i:i(@andogy.a, 1:9:1; 
Radhakri shnan.) 
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And these words are strikingly similar to those used of 'wind' or 'breath' 

(pr;na) in Brhad;ranyaka. "Food'D say Buitenen, in a summary of Upanisadic . . . 
doctrine, "is the ~tman's foInt, for the personal atman, which is prana, 

consists in food. Without it the sensory functions of the atman cannot 

operate; with il:, they thrive. Of Brahman's two forms, nont."time and time, 

the time fonn, too, is a completi.on of Brahman. This is the Year through 

which food, groli'S and the creature:s originate, live and return. Year is 
g"1 

Praj~pati who is Time - food is the nest of Brahman, its self. if (J. A. Bo 

van Buitenen; 'lhe Maitrayaniya Upanisad'; pp. 65-69). In other words, . 
ffannas" is but another symbol used to indicate the referent of Brahman-

talk to be 'the Ultimate Explanaticm' or 'source of Absolute . Dependence , 

of all that is. All that exists is sustained by, takes shape, and exists 

solely because of, both 'annas' and 'prana' which persist through and are 

nourished by Time, and which are "the nest of Brahman-its self". I find 

therefore no grounds to conclude these other than two different ways of 

effecting the teaching, and of indicating the referent of person-talk to 

be - the ul timatle source of absolute dependence. I see here no evidence 

whatever of a "fi rst timeJ' move to the vaunted "level of abstract thought". 

(b) Kumarappa has argued the next phase in the supposed 

development of Upani~~dic "philosophical thought" to be "explanations in 

terms of natural phenomena", a movement into t'the realm of the particular 

and the sensible l ' (op. cit., p. 4) .. First, anthropomorphism; then, a 

crude form of superior materiali~~ thus does Kumarappa regard this 
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development. So let us now look more closely at the textual evidence for 

the latter. 

Brhad~ranyaka Up an. i sad, agreed by most to be the oldest Upani sad, .. . . 
introduces the symbolds of which Kumarappa is speaking - water, food and 

'prana' - in the following manner: 

. There was nothing whatsoever here in the beginning. By 
death indeed was this covered, or by hunger, for hunger 
is indeed death. He created the mind, th1nking 'let me 
have a self' (atman). Then he moved about, worshipping. 
From him, thus worshipping, water was produced. 'Verily', 
he thought., 'while I was 'Worshipping, water appeared, 
therefore water is called ~ (fire). Water surely comeS 
to one who thus knows the reason why water is called 
~ (fire).9S (Brhad~ranvakq; Radhakrishnan; OPe cit., 1:2:1.) . . 

Indeed, the first word of this Upanisad is the mystic sound, 'AUM', 
• 

likely the most elusive and profound symbol employed by the tradition in 

referring to Brahman. Chandogyq likewise stresses the importance of this 

symbol, devoting much of the first chapter to its exposition. "Om", 

says Randade, "is described unanimously in the Upanishads ••• as not 

merely the supreme means of meditation, but the goal to be reached by the 

medi tation itself. ·The Om occupi e:s in Indi an 'philosophy the same posi tion 
99 

which the Logos oceupies in Christology." (R. D. Ranade; Ope cit., 333) 

But, wi thout entering discussion of this beginning, and returning to the 

words I have quoted, the catalogu4~ of names as they appear in order could 

be listed as follows: 

(i) 
(li ) 
(li i) 
(iv) 

'nothing' (,tl,&t.Lveb2) 
'death' (mrtyu), which is equated to 'hunger' (asan~y~) 
atman, which is linked with 'mind' (manas) 
'water' (apas), follLowed by other such concrete symbols, 
inc!uding 'speech' I(v~c; 1:2:4) and 'Ufe-giving breath' 
(prana; 1 :2:6) • 

• 

To this list might be added the symbol of 'food' (anna), about' which I 
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will speak further in a moment, as here by implication, since a necessary 

part of the meaning of the, symbol, 'hunger'. Throughout this early section 

of Brhad~ranyaka, Brahman is personified as he who eats whatever he creates -. . . 
that is, as that from which all co:mes forth, and to which, in every sense, 

all returns. Now this list may be explained in the following way. 

'Nothing' is here indicated to mean 'no-thing' or non-being' 

(mrtzyu) , in the sense of 'the non-lnanifest'; and this is equated with . 
• a craving for some lack' (a~an;y;). Thi s latter could be a symbol for 

• that which led the unmanifest to make manifest (create)', but I think 

it more likely to mean the form taken by the Unmanifest in the world, 

through which its self-revelation II s affected. it would in this case 

mean, 'a craving for non-being, (negation of ego-assertion)i, that is, 

indicate and explain the innate yearning for betterment, or that which 

Gabriel Marcel has well called - U ontologica1 exigence". "The world") 

says Mai tl"l 6:12, "was fashioned by Brahman wi th a desire for food". 

As might be expected, the i'l,ext name to appear in the sequence 

is a general symbo 1 in terms of whi ch Brahman can be li nked wi th 

the referent of ind,ividual (or, ego)-language - namely, the symbol of 

such universal-linkage application, ~tman. 'Atman' is stressed 

as serving this function, as being a verbal device whose purpose in 

the teaching is, in part, to perform this universal-linkage operation, 

through being affirmed a possible name only when it is also possible to 

speak of 'manas' or 'individual mind'.' That is, talk of '~tman' amounts, 

in some way, to talk of 'the inner man'. What precisely is this "way", 

the Upanisads will of, course proceed to explain • 
• 

Only !l:Qli, having secured the possi bil i ty of talking about, by 
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introducing a language especially for, 'things manifest', are the 

specific symbols of 'water', 'fire', 'speech' and 'pra~as' introduced. 

There seems to me, therefore, no scriptural sanction to affi rm these 

latter as some kind of crude beginnings from which the earlier members of 

our list were supposed to have emerged; if anything, the latter, it would 

seem, were produced, in a manner most profound, from understood expression 

of the.fonner, which, from the ve~y beginning, were the deliverances of 

~ruti • 

There are of course passages in which 'apas', '~' and 'pra~a' 

appear as symbols for the first principle, and source of all. 'Prana' 

appears in thi s guize throughout the scriptures (instance, Brhadaranyaka . . 
6:1 :7-12; Chandog'~ 5:1 :6-15; Pra~na 2: 3:4); whilst Brhadaranyaka remarks, . . 
"In the beginning thi s universe wa:; just water. That water produced the 

true (sat yam); Brahman is the true,." (Brhadaranyaka; 5:1). And in • • 

Tai tti riya we find, ''From food, verily, are produced whatsoever creatures 

dwell on the earth. Moreover, by food alone they live. And then also into 

it they pass at the end. Food, vedly, is the eldest born of beings •••• 
too 

Verily, those who worship Brahman as food obtain all food." (Tai tti riya; 

2:2:1; Radhakrishnan; Ope ci t.: cf., Talttiri:;:a 3:6-3:10; Maitri 6:11-12.) 

However, there is, first of all, as li ttle to suggest the 

Brhadaranyaka passage to be a primitive one, removed to a later place in . . 
some later recension, as there is to suggest that Tai tti riyC! is, in any 

sense, witness to an early shape of the teaching. In each case, the, 

utterance belongs, if anywhere, to a later rather than earlier place in 

the teaching. ';Secondly, if any commonplace symbols were sought to convey 

the teaching that Brahman is 'the source of absolute dependence', that is, 
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• the ground of all Being', none cOluld be more natural than the three 

mentioned above. Such remains as true today as then, and whilst ;thi s 

may relate to the referent of these symbols being "absolutely essenti al 

to human life", it has no bearing whatever on any development in "phil-

osophical thoughtl1
• These concrete symbols are merely one set of counters 

(there are others) used to express: the ever,-recurring theme - that, to 

talk of 'Brahman' is to talk of o!hat from which all comes, upon which 

all depends, and to which all returns'. And this theme, which sounds 

eternal, occurs, whether the symba,ls expressing it are these concrete 

ones, or the vaunted ones of Uabstract thought". Since, therefore, 

the teaching they seek to impart is the same teaching in each case, there 

can be 11 ttle reas'on to elevate one above the other, and hence li ttle 

reason to regard one set as hi stot'ically prior to the other. In each 

case, the message conveyed Icarried the same 'depth of soul'. 

Much,. then, of Kumarappa's: form-cri tical method seems based on 

the unquestioned axiom of what· I have termed - 'the myth of progress'. 

The cri tical devic.e··of dating a piece of li terature according to 'depth 

of soul' expressed. in its theory rests squarely on two assumptions: 

(a) that we, in the twentieth Christian century of the Western world, 

know what 'depth of soul' amounts to; (b) that the understanding of man 

is 1 ike a machine 'which develops at a uniform rate through hi story. Li ttle 

evidence supportsei ther assumption. Our world seems to many, peopled 

by fewer men of wisdom and good-will today, than in many a prior age. 

In commenting on the form-cri tical approach to the dating of 

Upanisadic 1 i tera;ture, R. D. Rana.de's opinions well reflect my own • . 
He advances f~ve criteria upon which such criticism has proc.eeded, only 
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one of which does he find of signllficant value. He speaks first of 

criticism based on language y style, grammar and vocabulary, which he 

argues to be virtually valueless. No a priori rule can be set for what 

style, manner of language, etc., an1 particular authQr or redactor ~ 

have used. Of the tradi tional cri terion t endorsed by Deussen, that prose works 

are old and works in verse, more l"ecen~, he remarks .. "This is a grat-

ui tious assumption which, in the light of modem cri ticism, does not 
I()I " 

seem to hold much water". (Ranade; Ope ci t., p. 14) Thi rdly, conclusions 

based on elaboration of detail wi thin the documents, he also dismisses as 

of limited use; fo.r once more, no a priori judgement can be established. 

The question of ideological development, the cri terion against a particular 

case of which we have sall-ied, is likewise dismissed as of little substance. 

There is, for inst,ance, absolutely no reason to believe that f\1l1damental 

doctrine ~ appear later rather than sooner. Finally, the quoting of 

one Upani sad by another is, he correctly notes, "the only test l.,-hich may 
• 

101-
be regarded as being absolutely definite". (Ranade; Ope cito, p.""16). 

UBut this test can have no universal significance, because we find only 

few defini te inter-quotations among the Upanishads. n (Ranade; Ope ci t., 

p. 16) Hence, very little gIOunds ~xist for dogmatism in form-criticism 

of these, or of any, scriptures. 

However, the basic point here is the lack of justice done the 

logic of language sensibly employi21g terms about the Ultimate or 

Supreme Being; for if thi.s logic iiS adequate, and the language successful 

(or correct in its claims), if, that is, the language is sensible, the 

doctrine conveyed by it is one incapable of development - it is ~ruti, 

U a divine afflatus springing from loli thin, the result of inspiration through 
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/013 

god-intoxication"., (Ranade; 'op. cit., p. 9). And if this is so, Uthe 

Vedas and the Upanisads must, like the basal literature of all other 
• 

religions, be regarded as having been composed by seers in a state of 
/()4-

god-intoxication." (op. ci to, p. ]lO) Let us know look a li tt1e more 

closely at this claim. 

Fi rstly, though one cannot deny development through hi story of, 

for instance, the verbal gannent of the teaching, thi s bears scarcely 

at all upon the nature of the body so clad. "For essences do not have a 

history. Essences do not change. Yet it is an observable and important 

/00 
fact that what have been called religions do, in history~ change. 1f 

(w. C. Smi th; v The Heaning and Endl of Religion'; p. 130) Even were it 

the case~ as it seems not to be, that earlier Upanisads array themselves . 
in fewer and simpler verbal-garments in talking of the Ul timate, Ii ttle 

would thereby be shown about the message in the hearts of these early 

authors. What variation is to be found need be taken as no more than a 

measure of the apparel thought to fi t the teaching needs of any particular 

moment. No assumptions about what was known to the rsis can be supported 
0 .. 

from the ~ fact that different symbolic dress is used to transmit 

this knowledge. 

And if talk of 'the Ultimate' makes sense, then that to which such 

talk adverts cannot change; and if this talk is understood:. such under-

standing cannot possibly be improved upon or subject to any 'development' 

whatever. At best~ its language of expression can alter, adjusting to the 

shape of changing needs. If the earliest sages were Brahman-knowers and 

Brahman-sayers, nothing of substance 'WOuld remain to lbe known or said. 

Yet this is not to repudiate philosophy. The work of the minds of 
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men upon ~ruti can lead to more or less adequate thought systems based 

thereon; and it is perfectly proper to talk of udevelopment fl here. But 

such talk does highlight the danger of philosophy usurping the provenance 

of religion, of hUman reason assuming the authori ty proper only to revealed 

knowledge (~ruti). Inevi tably, human reason finds the wi sdom of revelation 

fraught with puzzle; and inevitably, it seeks to resolve this by the drastic 

measure of excision. It could, I think, be argued that Samkhya arose from 

a misinterpretation of the Upanisa.dic doctrines' at 'atman' and 'maya', the 
o 

fonner becoming the doctrine of °multiple purusas', and the latter, that . . 
of Prakrti (as cre'ated nature), equal in metaphysical status to such 

'purusas'. In Samkhya, "matter"', says Deussen, IJis as truly real as the 

soul, and therefo~e cannot be recognized by the latter as illusion, as 
IVp 

in the Vedanta. 11 (Paul Deussen; 'The Philosophy of the Upanishads'; p. 254) 

As elsewhe're, when reason ousts revelation, the tendency to 

objectify takes charge. Because 'persons' Can be said to be individuals 

or bounded things, that is, because the word 'person' has a plural sense, 

that to which 'atman' refers is said to amount to a series of individual 

·purusas'. Because the world can be said to be 'real', because the 'maya' 

doctrine refers also to bounded things, this referent is said to have an 

ontic status equal to these 'purusas'. The chief difference, it is said, 

is that the former alters, whilst the latter does not. And finally, because 

Reality amounts to the Purusa:Prakrti dualism, there can be no place for 
• 

the notion of a fu,rther Dei ty. P,ssuming this interpretation, Samkhya 

omits (a) the 'subjectness' of 'i!~' or 'purusa', which renders all . 
individual-language inappropriate; (b) the fact that, speaking of 

Prakrti as 'real' is merely a manner of cotmmlnicating a lesser understanding 
• 
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of how things are~ (c) the recognition of tad ekam as a revelation which 

includes yet transcends both (a) and (b). 

As so often, discursive reason has entered merely to objectify 

the myth; to make 'things' of the meanings of notions which serve in 

the myth only to voice some element of sruti. As so often~ things of 

the mind have overcome those of the heart, in the passion manas so often 

shows for partial glimpses of the truth. "As part of the Veda, the 

Upanishads belong to sruti or revealed literature. They are immortal 

sanatana, timeless. Their truths are said to be breathed out by God 

or visioned by the seers. They are the utterances of sages ~o speak 

out of the fullness of their illumined experience." (Radhakrishnan; 

'The Principal Upanishads'; p. 22) In other words, the Upanisads seek, . 
not to convince the mind so much as to touch the heart, fuid are meant 

to awaken within the reader or pupil recognition of the Atman:Brahman 

equation, which is the heart of i!:!~. They lay no more-claim to 

systematic philosophy than does the New Testament to organized Dogmatics. 

We have, then, exposed much which bears, both directly and in 

passing, on the central Jueaning embodied in these ear1y~ nature-symbols 

for Brahman: and when Kumarappa proclaims these symbols to function as 

they do, because tbeir natural referents are 1'absolutely essential to human 

life", he thus far speaks a likely truth. For to say this need be to 

affirm no more than their use in th.e myth to stress the fact of -

dependence. As nam:es for Brahman, they secure their reference by indicating 

the notion df (i.e., by 'meaning') - 'that upon which all is ultimately 

and uncondi tionally dependentt 

(ii) Brahman as 'The Imperishable' (aksara): With admirable .• 
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simplicity, Brhadaranyaka 3:8:11 uses the only other name for Brahman . . 
which need detain us in this place. "Verily, that Imperishable (aksara), . 
o Gargi, is unseen but is the seer, is unheard but is the hearer, un~ 

thought but is the thinker, unknown but is the knower. There is no 6'ther 

seer but thi s, there is no other hearer but tili s, there is no :other 

thinker but this, there is no other knower but this. By this Imperishable 
, 107 

o Gargi, is space woven like warp ,and woof." (Brhadaranyaka 3:8:11; 

Radhakrishnan; Ope cit.) 

Brahman is once more affirmed as 'that of all~dependence', 

that is, 'that, the knowing of 'Whic:::h, is to know the Ultimate Explanation 

of all that is'. And; as that, by the knowledge of which all is to be 

explained and understood, He cannot either be explained or understood in 

terms of this eXplanation or understanding. That which is so explained, 

is explained in Hls light, because ~ is know.n; he cannot therefore be 

explained in their light. If X is" in every sense t the explanation of 

Y, Y cannot, in any sense, be the explanation of x.' In other words, as 

explanation of all things, He cannc~t ~ a 'thing'. M. P. Pandi t puts the 

same point somewhat differently, when he says - fir tself Inf ini te, it can-

not be the subject of knowledge by the mind and sense which are but 
10f, 

finite; similarly, ,finite speech cannot cover the Infinite .. " (M. P. Pandit; 

'The Upanishads: Gateways of l~owledge'; p. 21) 

Now, as th~re is clearly no,thing apart from all that is, the only 

sense in which Brahman, the Imperishable, can be said to be 'understood', 

is the sense in whi:,ch he can, in being known, be sai d to be - self-luminous. 

For this reason, He is called, "the light of lights" (jyotisam jyotis) 

(cf., Brhadaranvaka r:4:16; Katha 5:15; Mundaka 2:2:9.) Hence, to once 
o. ~ •• 
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more resolve the ever-recurrent theme, since knowledge of Hi:m cannot admi t 

relation (for relation-language is thing-language), knowing Him must, in 

some sense, amount to being Him. 

Now, other language is, of course, possible, and used, of Brahman. 

For instance, He is said to ~ everything,(Brhad~ranyaka 2:5:18; Taittirrya . . 
2:6; Ka~ha 5:2); He is said to be l.!l everything (Chandogya 8:6:5; 

, 
Mundakya 2:1 4 & 9; Sveta~vatara lL:16; 4:2-3); He is said to be all of 

I" '"" , ~ .. 
value (Brhadaranyaka 1:4:8; 2:4:5) "Brahman" says Kumarappa, " •• • al-

• 0 -though unkown in His own essential. nature, is as revealed in the universe 

that which gives $ignificance and value to all things - Himself the most 
10,!) 

supremely valuable of alL" (Kumarappa; Ope cit., p. 17) Yet even 

in such affinnations as these, the central doctrine is patently displayed; 

once more, the bas~ic teaching is seen to be that 'Brahman' means' the 

Ultimate Explanation, upon whom all depends'. These are, in other words, 

merely further ways to say thi s very thing. 

(ii i) Finally:, it wi 11 be of cruci a1 importance to no te how 

closely what is here argued about the nature of Brahman approaches the way 

in ~ich philosophers of personality have argued about the nature of a 

person, as a subject who sees, thinks, knows, feels, loves, etc~ In doing 

this, we will qui te na.turally be led to the next portion of our argument. 

There are two arguments of relevance, which might very briefly be worded 

as follows: 

(a) Person (as, subject)-talk entails an 'identity' which persists, 

despi te changes in time. Hence, its ul timate referent cannot be anything 

which can alter wi th the passage of time.: Hence, it cannot be referring 

to any bounded thing. 
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(b) Ta11< ,about a 'subject' cannot be talk about an 'object', 

for an object is that which a subject sees, etc. Could the subject be 

an object, he could be the object of his own seeing, thinking, loving, 

etc. This is obvious nonsense, because (1) any object for me as subject 

would be logically distinct ~ me as subject. But (ii), the subject I 

am must needs always be the same, namely, the referent of person-talk 

about me. That is, subject .. talk en tails 'inviolable identi ty' -talk. 

Hence, as I can never be logically distinct from myself, I cannever be my 

own object. All of which clearly i~lies - a subject cannot be an object, 

cannot, 'that is, be a bounded thing. In the words we have cited else-

where from Bishop Ian T. Ramsey, u to objectify the subject is to deny 
I/O 

ourselves the possibility of ever talking sense." (Ian T. Ramsey; 

'Philosophical Quarterly'; volG 5, no. 20; p. 197) 

Now, if this be the case, :in adverting to a person as a subject, 

we can never used language as we do in talking about the physical world. 

which surrounds us. Hence, tl1e referent of person-language is a being 

who must be spoken o.f in a way whic:h distinguishes him from the world 

of bounded things. And wi thout for the present continuing to make any 

ontological claims, we can at least say about the subject as the 

Upanisadic author has about BrahmaI1L - "verily, that Imperishable, 0 Gargi, 
• 

is unseen but is the seer, is unheard but 1s the hearer, unthought but 

is the thinker, unl~own but is the knower." (Brhadaranyaka 3:8:11) . . 
Wi th this, we have shown that both the subject I am, and Brahman 

as 'Ultimate Explanation' or 'groun.d of all Being', are alike in being 

adequately referred to only in a language which is other than the language 

which is used, refe,rringlY,o'f things in the world. Both the subject I am 
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and the UI timate can be seen to be 0 the r than a thing, or any collection 

of things, in the world. I t remains only to show that the on tological 

claims made for Brahman, the Ultimate, can also be made for the referent 

of personal prono1!ms as used in pierson-talk, and the 'Atman:Brahmart' 

identi ty will have been demonstrated. In other words, it remains only 

to show that, "He who dwells in aU beings and is wi thin all beings, 

whom the beings do not know, whose body all beings are, who controls 

all beings from wi thin - he is your Self (atman) , the inner controller, 
III 

the immorta1.'~ (Brhadaranyat.~ 3:7::15; Sarma; Ope cit.). uk. the fire, . . 
which is one, entering the world assumes different forms corresponding 

to different objects, so does the one Self (atman) within all beings 

assume different forms corresponding to different beings and also 
/12. 

exists outside them all." (Katha 2::2:9; Sarma; Ope cit.) This remains 
• 

to be seen. 



CHAPTER IV 

I~TLIC~TIONS OF CHP~TER THREE 

Chapter I of this section arrived at the conclusion that b~e 

central meaning of the word 'Brahman' :is 'the Ultimate Explanation of 

every situation. upon which. in every sense. all depends'. Let us now 

broach and discuss a number of implications flowing from this conclusion 

implications which" wi th a single notable exception, belong at once to 

Upanisadic teaching and to the doctrine I have argued central to Buber's 
• 

thinking. Hence, in illustrating these implications, by quoting from 

the scripture in question, I shall be illustrating the consistency of 

this teaching, and spotlighting its links with this 'thinking'. In 

passing I have briefly mentioned several of these implication-cum-

parallels: I now intend more clearly to show them forth. 

At the outset of chapter three, I mentioned a certain broed 

outline,· possible of the Upanisadic doctrine of persons, which can be 
• 

seen to come very close to Buber's teaching on this subject. This 

chapter will be concerned with this outline, which can first of all be 

put in the following brief way. 

Because t Brahman' is 'the 1111 tima te Expl ana tion of all there is', 

and because, in Upanisadic teaching, the ultimate referent of person-talk 
• 

Citman) ll .. Brahman, the following ,statements are true. 

(1) 'Atman-Brahman'-talk is 'non-descriptive'-talk; or, in 

Buber's terms, God "may properly ol~ly be addressed, not expressed". 

(Buber; VI and Thou'; p. 81) 

86 
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(ii) Speaking of a person as a bounded-individual, or, in 

Buber's terms, the referent of 'l:ll'-language, is less than adequate. 

(ii 1) A person is thorn', or, in Buber's terms, an "inborn Thou'\ 

n£t manufactured. 

(iv) Self-knowledge is the shift from pre-wakeful awareness 

to wakeful awareness of what is already somehow v~low.n', and self-

development is discovery, or, in Buber's terms, realizing one's '1inbom 

(v) 'Person-knowing'-language is non-relational. There is of 

course no parallel in Buber's thought to this statement, against 'Which 

he expends much energy in arguing. 

I want now to look at each of these in detail. 

'(1) That 'Atman-Brahman'-talk is 'non-descriptive'-talk: I 

concluded the last chapter ,\-1i th this statement: ~Qboth ::the subject I 

am, and Brahman as 'Ultimate Explrulation' or 'ground of all Being', are 

alike in being, adequately referred to only in a language 'Which is other 

than the language which is used, referringly, of things in the world~P. In 

otherwords, both Brahman and the ultimate referent of person-talk must 

be spoken of in a language which is non-descriptive. Put in Buber's 

language, nei ther the ;'inborn Thou~', nor the ~'Eternal ~n can ever be 

an '11'; both must be spoken of in non-thing terms, in terms which are 

non-descriptive. uWhen Thou is spoken, the speaker has no thing for his 

object. For where there is a thing there is another thing. Every Ii is 

bounded by others. But when Thou lls spoken, there is no thing. 1h2.!! has 
113 ' 

no bounds" (Martin Buber; 'I and Thou'; p. 4). 

Hence, it 1!ollows that, since language used of Brahman,of the 
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referent of personal pronouns, of Q~', cannot be language predicating 

posi tive characte~istics, it will be language which, in one way, or another, 

specificially denies posi tive characterisation. I t will therefore be 

(a) a form of negative characterisation, a form of apophatic utterance, 

such as we find repeatedly among Christian theologians of Eastern 

Orthodoxy, or (b) a manner of qualified positive utterance which performs 

the kind of verbal rite I have spoken of, which, that is, serves to lead 

the learner to 'Brahma .. jnana'. 'I~Brahman#l, declares K. S. Murty, ~'can 

never be described but can only be shown somehow approximately •••• While 

no description is possible of Brahman, the task of the Vedanta is to 

teach about it, ancl so logically speaking it is an impropriety; but only 

in this way can the Vedanta emphasize the mystery of Brahman, wnich 

eludes all objecti.e language; and yet it can be dealt with only in that 

way if Brahman has to be talked about intelligibly. While thus to talk 

of Brahman is a verbal impropriety:, this impropriety is mitigated by means 

of qualifying epithets, which attempt to reduce of remove the spatiotemporal 

elements in experience, by either enlarging our conception or narrowing 
liLt 

it downfJ. (K. S. Murty; GRevelation and Reason in Advaita Vedanta'; p. 57). 

J'nd though I see little reason to term this fla verbal impropriety", it 

being, to my mind,. a qui te proper linguistic device, equal in status' 

though different from others, thought that is, there seems little reason 

to downgrade any language-use for failing 'to satisfy the canons of any 

other, Murty has well put the point: at issue. Bishop Ian T. Ramsey, to 

whom Murty admits his debt, and fTalm whom he has likely borrowed this 

notion, in arguing religious langualge to "be constructed. from object 

language which has been given approlpriately strange qualifications" /16 
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(I. T~ Ramsey; ;Religious Language~'; p. 3), illustrates his meaning wi th 

phrases 1 ike 'Firs,t cause v, ; Infini tely wise', t Infini tely good 2, 'creation 

ex nih! 10', 'eternal pUI.'pose', where the underscored words are the 

qualifiers. These and similar phrases, which Ramsey calls flqualified 

modelsU
, are those whereby God, the Supreme Being, the Ultimate, is spoken 

of. And when the Upanisads speak of Brahman as satyasya sat yam or 

jyotisam iyotis, it speaks as the Christian and Semitic traditions do 

in using the phrases 'Infinitely wise~ and 'Infinitely good' of the Deity. 

Similarly, when they talk of ~, annas or prana as the irreducibly . 
primal substance, origin of creati1on, then their idiom parallels that 

of these traditions when they use the phrase 'first cause v as a name for, 

or the phrase 'creation ex nihilo' as words about the movement of, the 

Deity. As we have seen "food is the nest of Brahman, its self~' (Buitenen; 

Ope ci t., p. 69), a "self" which h,as nei ther beginning nor end, nei ther 

is created nor uncreated, which neither has features nor is featureless. 

Nevertheless, though, as above, the Upanisads do occasionally 
• 

speak only in ~'qua1ified model« terms, most places where the doctrine 

of Brahman's indescribability is voiced display both this idiom and the 

above apophatic one. The clearest statement, of course, of the apophatic 

understanding is Yajnavalkya's formula in Brhadaranvaka - ,tneti, neti; . . 
(not this, not this). In the second half of Brhadaranyaka 4: 5:15, the 

• • 

first half of which will be looked be in our next section - that 'bounded-

indi viduals' -talk is inadequate to persons - yij'navalkya has these words: 

f"'That self (atman) is (to be described as) not this, 
not this. He is incomprehensible for he cannot be 
comprehended. He is indestributible for He cannot be 
destroyed. He is unattached for He does not at~ach 
himself. He is unfettered, He does not suffer, He is 



not injured. Indeed, by what would one know the knower? 
Thus you have .the instructllon given to you 0 MaitreyI. 
Such, verily, is life eternal (amrtatvam).b6(Brhadaranyaka, 
4:5:15; Radhakrishnan; OPe cit.)· •• 

Amrtatvam, which stems from 'amrta U meaning 'not-dead', and hence means . . 
'non-death', is a qualified model phrase. The predicate ~is non-death' 

makes no sense, unless understood as a form of the verbal rite We have 

spoken of. The usual English equivalents of this phrase, namely 

;im-mortal' or 'life eternal', are clearly not about those things of which 

we can sensibly predicate 'life' Olt:' 'mortality', and serve merely to 

indicate that their referent, is at once linked to these 'things' as their 

Ultimate Source and Unconditional Sustainer, yet also in some way above 

them; language about Him is affirmed to be ·of a logic which encompasses, 

without being encompassed by, the lLogic of language about these things. 

The rest of this passage contains reference to Him by denial 

of the applicability of certain positive attributes. An even more patent 

example of this demial is found in 3:8:8 of this same Upanisad, where 
• 

yijnavalkya is addressing Gargi: 

The knowers of Brahman, 0 Gargi, call that the 
Imperishable. It is neither gross nor fine, neither 
short nor long, neither glowing red (like fire) nor 
adhering (liRe water); it is without a shadow and 
without darkness, without air and without space, 
wi thout at-tachment, taste lor smell; wi thout eyes, 
without voice, without mind, without vigour, 
without breath, without a mouth, without a measure, 
and without an inside or ru~ outside. It consumes 
nothing and no one consumes i t/1I7 (Brhadaranyaka, 3:8:8; 
Sarma; OPe cit.) •• 

All that can be affirmed of things in the world is here denied of that 

whi~is the Ul timate· Source and E~cplanation of these things :- in other 

words, the use of such affirmative language as adequate in talk of this 

Ul timate is denied,. 



Similarly, suggestions of both kinds of idiom are found in these 

beautiful and succinct words from ~: . 
, Tha t wh i ch is wi thou t sound, wi thou t touch, wi thou t 

form, without decay and likewise without taste, without 
change, (aJnantam), without smell, without beginning, 
wi thou t enid, beyond the great, and ever-abiding - bv. 
realising it one is freed from the jaws of death. n~ 
(i.e. one attains amrtatva,m) (I}ath,i!, 1:3:15; Sarma; Ope cit.) 

• • 
~fThe atmanf ', says Radhakrishnan, commenting on this passage, "is not 

an object of any sort, but is the eternal subjectu • (Radhakrishnan; 

Ope cit., p. 629). Finally, an even more notable instance of these 

idioms interwoven is given in Mundaka: .. 
'That which cannot be seen or grasped. which has n€d ther 
origin nor properties, which has neither eyes, nor ears, 
neither hands nor feet, which is eternal, all-pervading, 
omnipresent and extremely subtle - that is the Imperishable 
which the sages regard as the source of all things."11.9 
(Mundakopanisad, 1:1:6; Sarma, OPe cit.) . 
Another, slightly less direct method of indicating the 

necessarily non-descriptive nature of language about Brahman, is the 

Upanisadic method of teaching through paradox, of seemingly predicating 
• 

contradictories of the referent of this language. The intention here 

is to indicate that what is meant by 'Brahman' is no more adequately 

conveyed by ·x' (any descriptive phrase) than by 'not-X' (the negation 

of that descriptive phrase); that the logic of Brahman-language is of 

quite another order than the logic of 'thing'-language. Thus we find 

in Kathopanisad: 
• • 

UThough sitting still he travels far, though lying down 
he goes everywhere. Who, lexcept myself is able to know 
that God (deva) who is both joyful and joyless?~1 17-() 

(Katha, 1:2:21; Sarma; OPe cit.) -.-
Or again, in Isa; . 

"The Self is unmoving, indivisible; it is swifter than 
thought. The senses never reach it, as it is ever 
ahead of them. Though standing still, it outstrips 



those "',ho run. And in it does the moving spiri t 
support the activities of man) 

. It moves and it moves·not; it is far and lixewise 
near. It is inside of all this, and it is outside 
of all thi,s.I,;2t(~, 4-5; Sarma; op. cit.) 
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A slightly different use of the paradox-method, whose force, however, 

derives from the same principle (viz. that Brahman is essentially non-

worldly), is afforded by the Kena Upanisad in these words: . 
He who does not conceive ib - to him it is known. He, 

who conceives it - he does not really know. It is not 
really understood by those who understand it; it is really 
understood by those who do not understand i tJ.iZ2 (Kena, 
2:3; Sarma, OPe cit.) 

Part of the edge of paradox is removed by Sarma, who, to more clearly draw 

forth the meaning, translates V~t twice as 'conceive', and °vijnata' 

twice as ireally understand!. And there do seem some grounds for this, 

at least in the second case, where two different terms are used for the 

verb 0 to unders tand v - "vi rna taU, 'which Sarma renders I really unders tand 0 ; 

and "vij~at~n, a feminine noun form for which Sarma simply translates, 

'understand'. Now, 'vijnata' stands closest to the root from which they 

mutually stem, which is 'vijna V, 'to discern' or 'to understand'; and it 

is, perhaps, preserving a fine, even lost nuance to dub this the 'proper' 

use - hence 'understanding proper' or 'really understand;. Whilst the 

feminine noun form 'vij;nat;V does have as one of its meanings a sense 

parallel to the English word 'cleverness' - hence, 'understanding' in 

the sense of t intellectual clevern~=ss'. 

But to lea'V'e these semantic: speculations, and come to the point 

of the verse; for here, as we have noted, the point of the paradox-method 

is a slightly different and perhaps more important one. Here, the point of 

the lesson relates to '1knowing~' Brahman; and basically, the verse says 

this - those who imagine this fRknOlvledge1. or "understanding" shares any 

parity with profane or mundane uses of these terms, Which entail the 
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Qknower:known' dualism and hence relation and distance, are clearly in error. 

For Brahman, being at once the Ultimate Explanation of, source of Absolute 

Dependence· upon, and the Ultimate Realness of all that exists, is, as we 

saw above, Ueternal, all-pervading, and omnipresene'. Even to suggest 

there might be ~something~ apart from Brahman with which He might relate 

is ei ther to have misunderstood the language in question, or to speak 

nonsense. He is j'yotisam iyotis, self-luminous. And to 'know' Him is, 

in some way, to 12£. Him: 

"Once Brahman is posl ted as the supreme self, the problem 
of its des:cription arises, and then from the Upanisads 
and our own reasoning we learn that all his concepts, 
derived from man's experience of objective things in 
space and time, are inadequate to describe Brahman. 
But as long as one inquires about Brahman, words have 
to be used abou tit; but in order that the lim! ta tions 
of the concepts may be brought out, and the nature of 
Brahman reivealed somehow through this odd and logically 
inappropri.ate language, an adhyaropa, i.e. a false 
attribution, is first made of Brahman, and then an 
apavada or negation of this' is made.;/.iZ~(Murty, summarizing 
~ankara'sopinion, op. cit;,., p. 59). 

(ii) That 'bounded-individual V-talk is less than adequate to 

persons: We have noW looked at on.e implication; and are .led to another 

which relates not nterely to Brahman, but also, in an independent way, to 

persons as subjuec'ts. That the Ul timate referent of person-talk (atman) 

cannot properly be spoken of in °bounded-individual'-language, follows 

as a corollary of the fact that su.bjects are not objects, are not 'things c • 

To call it a 'coroillaryV may even be stronger than it merits, for it is, 

in a sense, merely another way of saying the same thing; which is clear 

once we transpose the material mode of our former conclusion into a 

statement about language, thus - that subject-language is not object-

language, 'materiall thing'-language. 

Moreover, ~ere we, either to affirm this of Brahman, as Ultimate 

Explanation, or to assert the conclusion embodied in our first implication 
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of the ul timalte referent of person-talk, this second implication would 

also be a corollary of our first implication. For, if 'X, cannot be 

spoken of in descriptive terms, then 'X' cannot be spol<en of as We do 

about bounded individuals. There are therefore two sides to this 

second impl ic:ation: 

(1) that persons cannot be interpreted in 'bounded-individual' 

terms; 

(2) that Brahman cannot be interpreted in 'bounded-individual' 

terms. And this latter, we will see in a moment, leads naturally, indeed, 

necessarily, to the Maya-doctrine.. But to deal briefly with the former 

first: 

"For where there is duality as it 'tV'ere, there one sees 
the other, one smells the 0 ther, one tastes the 0 ther, 
one speaks to the other, one hears the other, one thinks 
of the other, one touches the other, one knows the other. 
But where everything has become just one's own self, by 
what and 't!7hom should one see, by what and whom should 
should one smell, by what and whom should one taste, by 
whaft and to whom should one speak, by what and whom 
should one think, by what and whom should one touch, by 
what and whom should one know? By what should one know 
him by whom all is known1i':Z~(Brhad-aranyaka, 4: 5:15; 

I ).. Radhakrisanan; op- cit. 

One might find two points here: (1) that the referent of person-language 

cannot be directly spoken of fin ind! viduals-language; and (2) that the 

referent of persoIil,-language is tad ekam, the One Who is Ultimate. And 

the former, on this occasion, rests upon the shown fact of the latter. 

In other words, all talk possible of bounded individuals is impossible 

of none t S own selfu eitma-eva), blecause the condi tion endured by this 

latter precludes all relation .. that is, the condition of uonevs own 

self" amounts to the condition of Br"1hman, is, indeed, equated with 

Brahman. Th4a reasoning to the first of the above two points is not, 
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therefore, so much the fact that no subject can be an object, as that 

the ul timate referent of subject-language is Brahman. I t is therefore 

the case that, whilst this passage appears ostensibly to deal exclusively 

with the first side of this second implication, it does in reality rely 

for its reasoning upon the equation of subject-talk with talk about 

Brahman. The key to this reasoning is in the crucial phrase, "~tmaiv~bhue', 

which might be rendered - 'Yet where the whole created world has become 

• - v one s atman , a statement in the myth whose metaphysical content might 

be extracted in these words, tin f~at condition where all that is open 

to the existential qualifier is said to be the ultimate referent of the 

reflexive pronoun, properly employed'.. Here, then, is the ontological 

claim, yet to be fully examined - the claim that personal pronouns refer 

to satyasya satyam, that the realil ty of all there is must be the reali ty 

of my person. 

So then, as we might expect, in Upanisadic teaching, both sides . 
of this second implication mingle and twine as one, for uppermost is 

always the l11Ltention to convey the one central dogma of A'tman G s 

identity with Brahman. Hence, every pericope asserting the ultimate 

referent of person-talk to be other than a bounded individual, will 

likely culmiI1Late in the teaching that Brahman also is necessarily other 

than such a bounded creature. I want now to give two further illustrations 

of the treatment given by the Upanisads to the implication in question • 
• 

Chandlogya 8:7 ... 12 relates an incident between Prajapati, the 

Lord of Creation, and hence Master of all that is, and two would-be 

self-knowers - Indra, esteemed among devas, or gods; and Virocana, 

high among asuras, or demons (His name, indeed, means Vthe radiant one', 
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and is occasionally used also as a name for Vi~nu). Praj~patiUs first 

reply satisfies the Radiant One, who then departs to the sources of evil 

amongst which he is a spokesman and mentor, to impart the teaching 

of thl.s first reply that the proper understanding of the self is 

the bodily one, bound to transient desire: 

"'But Indra, even before he returned to the gods, saw 
this difficulty: uEven as this self is well adorned 
when the body is well adorned, well dressed when the 
body is well dressed, well cleaned when the body is 
well cleaned, it will also be blind if the body is 
blind, lame if the body is lame~ crippled if the body 
is crippled and will perish in fact as soon as the 
body perishes. I see no good in this. (naham atra 
bhogyampasyaml tir~Z.5 (Ch;ndogya, 8:9 n; S~a, op. ci to) 

The doctrine that the proper and thoroughly adequate understanding of 

one's person is a bodily one, is that onevs person is oneos body, brings 

little satisfaction to Indra, who,. voicing an Upanisadic tendency I will . 
shortly cd ticize, considers the body a gannent, bought of' this transient 

world. He is: equally dissatisfied wi th the next two answers - that the 

true person might either be the dreaming-person, or the person as he 

is in dreamless sleep. Of the fonner, he says: 

NEven though the Self is not blind when the body is 
blind, nor lame when the body is lame, though he is 
not rende:ued defective by the defects of the body, 
nor slain "When it is slain, nor lamed when it is lamed, 
yet it is"as if they killed him, as if they chased him. 
He becomes even conscious,. as it were, of pain, and 
even weeps as it were.'.zS(~:hMdQgy:a, 8:10:2; Sarma, Ope cit.) 

And of the person as he is in dreamless sleep, he declares: 

:"In t:ruth, this one does nClt know himself that 'I am 
he', nor does he know anything that exists. He is 
indeed gone to utter annihilation.IE6'(Chandogva, 8:11:1; 
Sanna.; Ope ci t.) 

As before, he declares of both: "naham atra bhogvampasvamitill - for, 
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whilst the drecul1ing-person is (putatively) no more bound by the bonds 

of the body, he nonetheless continues to suffer and experience the 

bonds of imperfection; and though the person in dreamless sleep 

(supposedly) suffers and experiences nothing, he does so at the cost of 

knoiring nothing, of being divorced from everything, and hence being 

nothing. uquietistic trance1~, says Radhakrishnan, interpreting this 
12.f;, 

verse,. nis not final freedom". (lRadhakrishnan; Ope ci t., p. 508). 

Jivan-mukti, in other words, cannot be mrtyu. Indra's persistence is 

finally rewarded in these words: 

;'Bodiless is air, and so are clouds, lightning and 
thunder .. these are all bodiless. Now as these, 
when they arise from yonder space and reach the 
,highest Ught, appear each in its own fonn - even so 
does that serene being, when he rises up from this 
body and reaches the highest light, (param iyotir) 
appear in his own form. He is then the Highest Person 
(uttamah purusa). He moves about there, laughing, 
playing; ~ejo{cing with women, chariots or relatives, 
never remelmbering the appendage of this body. Like 
an animal bound to a cart, so is the spirit bound 
to this boldy.IV(Chandogva, 8:12:2-3; Sarma; op. cit.) 

Only, then, this fourth, or ~turiya9 understanding adequately interprets 

the nature of personality. And here, once more, two points are to be 

observed. First, that this Rturiva' understanding is deemed sufficient, 

exactly because the persons depicted by it is said to be $Jbodilessu 

(asarIra). .And by this is clearly meant '~not subject to the eondi dons 

of embodimeneg
, which, in Upanisadic t~nns, means ·~not:-bounded.IR, that is -

non-individual. But second, once again the '~AL'man:Brahmanu identi ty is 

affirmed. For this which is the appearance of one's uO'Wll form?:, the 

expression of onees true or proper person, is said to be coeval with 

reaching the ~~ighest light", which can be scarcely other than another 

reference to Brahman as nthe tight of lights" (jyotisam jyotis). I look 
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now to' Tal ttiriva 2: 2:7 for another, slightly different example of this 

same teaching. 

Beginning wi th ann as as symbol for the First Principle, stressing 

the teaching of 'dependence' of which we have spoken, Taittirlya 2 

continues with the words: "Verily, different from and within that which 

consists of the essence of food is the self that consists of life 

(atrna pranamayas)1I (Tal ttiriya, 2 :2:1; Radhakrishnan; op. d t.) These 

words swiftly take the shape of a repeated formula, which moves 

hiera:t:chically throulgh Uthe sielf consisting of mindu (~trna manomayas), 

~'the self consisting of understanding~' (atm~ vi j'nana-mayas), concluding 

with these words! 

· .. ·Verily, dUferent from and within that which consists 
of understanding is the self consisting of bliss. By 
that this is filled. This, verily, has the form of a 
person. According to that one's personal form is this 
one with the form of a person. Pleasure is its head; 
delight the right side; great delight the left side; 
bliss the body, Brahman the lower part, the foundation./2~ 
(Taittiriya, 2:5:1; Radhakrishnan; op. cit.) 

In this way does Taittiriya embark upon an ever more adequate hiera~chy . 

of understandings or languages regarding the nature of the self, arriving 

once more at the conclusion that such is of the nature of the supra-

mundane, of 'ananda', which, We are told by 2:7:1, is one with Brahman. 

UIn ~nandau, says Radhakrishnan, uearth touches heaven and is sanctified?!. 

(Radhakr~shnan; op~ cit., p. 547). In ananda, the world of limits is no 

more. 

From here it is an easy approach to the doctrine expressed by 

the word 'M~ya'; for, whether this doctrine appears in explicit form at 

an early or a later date, the understanding already adduced of the 

meaning of 'Brahman' clearly entails the doctrine of 'Mava'. Brahman 
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has expounded as Vsatyasya satyaV~ as the Ultimate Explanation of all 

that is. Hence, any exposition of the nature of reality which is 

less than an exposi tion of the na ture of Brahman, is less than adequate; 

from which it fol1ows that all 'bounded-individual # -language is less than 

ultimate, is less than an adequat,e account of the natUre in question. 

Hence, all directly descriptive talk about the world of things falls short 

of the truth - and that this is the case is expressed in the Upanisads in 

the doctrine of fm~ya'. 

Now, at the present .stage of the argument, this is true of 

Brahman alone, ~d UQ! of the ultimate referent of person-language; because, 

at this present stage, the ontological ties, central to Upanisadic . 
teaching, which do link this lul ti.mate-referent' (atman) wi th Brahman 

have not been seen to be forged. Let us, however, take a brief look at 

scriptural evidences: 

'"It is out of this (Being; bhUtaw, Le. Brahman) that 
the t-iaker ,sends forth all these - the Vedas, the 
sacrificesl, the ri tuaIs, the observances, the past, 
the future!, and all that the Vedas declare. And it is 
in this that the other (the soul) is bound up through 
Haya(e, 

"Know that Nature (prakrti) is Maya, and that the wielder 
of Maya is the Great Lord. This whol~ world is filled 
wi th beings that are parts of Him/M (~vetasvatara, 4:9 :10; 
Sarma; op •. cit.) 

These references do seem to indicate the usual equation of 'Maya' 

with 'illusion' to be inadequate. 'M~ya' seems clearly to refer here 

to the 'capacity' of Brahman to 'create', to initiate that which can be 

viewed as a world of bounded things, as a world whose language is 'I-It; 

language. It is, however, qui te as clear that so 'vielving' does not 

befit the true na~re of the situation; and illusion enters only when the 
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~'I" so viewing mistal<es the understanding he expressed in this language 

for that which is ultimate and adequate to the true and proper nature of 

the referent in question. It remains an empirical question whether the 

viewer ~ so mistake the truth. In other words, WMaya i is a doctrine 

which can be expressed, though not independent of the possibili ty of 

illusion, yet independent of its necessity. The central teaching of 

VM~ya' as put forth in the Upani~ads, has not, therefore, to do with 

'illusion', but rather more simply to do wi th . the meaning of Vcreation' 

as applied to Brahman, both as a reference to this 'capacity' to Wcreate' 

(Svet~svatara, 4:9; 6:10), and~ by an obvious extension, as an epithet 

for the created wo:rld (Svet:asvata:r.~, 4:10); for, that is, the referent 

of t I-I t' -language', whatever its ontic status is thought by the viewer 

to be. 

(iii) Futther Implications: Since I intend only to deal briefly 

wi th the next threle implications, I place them under a single head. 

Once again, their likeness to Buber's argument and its implications will, 

I trust, be obviouis. 
, 

(a) That Persons ,are °born', not made: Once more, theUpani~adic 

conclusions to this effect are based, not upon any such independent 

argument as was adwanced earlier in expounding Buber, but upon the dogma, 

wri tten as indel i ble fact~upon the hearts of its seers, that Atman is 

Brahman, that the ultimate referent of person-language is the ultimate 

explanation of all there is. From this it clearly follows that Atman 

cannot be m&~ufactured, or the end product of any factual development. 

This point is expressed (and earli,er argued) in the above loeution, mea...'"1.t 

to indicate the ultimate referent to have no beginning in time, to be, in 
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Buber~ s language, wi thout ~1co-ordinationn. Upanisadic idiom expresses . 
the same thing by saying he is w'unbom'l (aias): 

The knowing Self is never born, nor does it 
die. It sprang from nothing, and nothing sprang 
from it. It is unborn (ajas), eternal, everlasting, 
and primeval. It is not slain when the body is 
slain./~O(Katha, 1:2:18; Sarma; Ope cit.) . 

And Brhad~ranyaka 4:4:22 begins, uHe that consists of knowledge among the 
13/ . 

senses, he is verily the great unborn Self (mahan aja atInan)" (Sarma; 2l?.:.. 

cit.) Finally, with one of those brilliant sparks of inspired utterance 

which virtually embody the entire teaching, the seer declares, ;r'This 

undemonstrable and constant being can be realised as one only. The self 

is taintless, beyond space, UnbOn'lL (ajs), great and constant'''. /5j 

(Brhadaranyaka, 4::4:20; Radhakris!man; Ope ci t.) . .-
(b) That °the approach to self-knowledge' means 'the approach to wake
ful a~;;rareness from pre-wakeful awareness~; and, that 0 self-development~ 
is a process of discovery, not: of creation: 

These two final implications may be taken as one. Both conclusions have 

been mentioned in speaking of Buber; that: they flow as well, and first 

of all, from Upanisadic teaching is obvious. For if the 'self e here . 
mentioned is the Ultimate, and if he is 'ajas', he, as· the ultimate 

referent, must be all-knowing. Hence, any approach to knowledge can 

never be more than movement from the dark of a pre-wakeful consciousness, 

into the daylight of a wakeful one. uWhoever", says Brhad~ranyaka, ~'has . . 
found and has awak~ned to the self that has entered into this perilous, 

inaccessible place (the body), he is the maker of the universe, for he 
/31 

is the maker of all. His is the world; indeed he is the world i tselfu. 

(Brhadaranyak~, 4:4;13; Radhakrismlan; OPe cit.) . . 
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'This is the great unborn Self (mah;n aj~tm~) who is 
undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless, Brahman. 
Verily, Brahman is fearless. He who knows this 
becomes the fearless Brahman. S ; (Brhadaranyaka, 4:4:25; 
Radhakrisl1nan; Ope cit.) •• 

In other words, self-knowing means, awakening to the undying reality of 

being 'mahan a j a tin an v. f~1hat eternal (nt tyam) which rests on the self 

should be known. Truly there is nothing beyond this to be known. By 

knowing the enjoyelr, the object of enjoyment and the mover (of all), 

everything has been said. This is the three-fold Brahman (tri-vidham 
J32 

brahman)". (Svet~svatar~, 1 :12; Radhakrishnan; op. ci t.). 

There is t~ be found in Mundaka an excellent illustration of the .. 
second of these implications - namely, that self-development is 

'discovery'; that the quest for self-knowledge is a quest of the self £z 

the self, a quest for the ultimate referent of person-talk by its 

surrogate of the moment. Mundaka enjoins us with these words: .. 
:':Taking the Upanisad as your bow, as your great weapon, 
fix on it the arrow sharpened by devotion, and then, 

'drawing it wi th a mind concentrated on That, hi t the 
target of that Eternal, 0 friend", 

"Aum is the bow, one's own, self is the arrow and 
Brahman is said to be its aim. It should be hit by 
a man who is undistracted. And like the arrow he 
should become one with It. f33 (Mundakopanisad, 2:2:3-4; 
Sarma; op. ci t. ) 

. . . 
Here, as earlier r~marked, the quasi-paradoxical fact that the end of this 

quest is one with the ultimate referent of words about the quester, is 

beautifully portraued in yet another gem of inspiration. That self-

development is discovery of the person one truly is, could perhaps not be 

put more forcefully, nor more simply, than by comp.aping the person one truly 

is with an arrow at one with its target. The 'arrow:target' upion is, 

in other words, the 'atman:brahman,' union. 
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flIt is the realisation of our own nature that is called eman-

cipation. Since "i<1le are all already and always in our own true nature, 

and as such, emaL.c:ipated, the only thing necessary for us is to know 

that we are so. Sielf-knowledge is therefore the only desideratum which 
13<;

can wipe', off all false kno~vledge, all illusions of death and rebirth." 

(s. Dasgupta; 'A History of Indian POilosophy', Vol. 1; pp. 58-59) 

And in these few words, Dasgupta has, in his own way, well expressed both 

aspects of this, our final implication. His statements also show how 

this discussion gears in with the end of every religious system, an end 

conveyed in the words 'salvation', 'maksa' or °muktio. 

(iv) That °person-knowingO-language is non-relational: The 

most important, 'authentic', or 'rea1° awareness-state, is that state 

in which the wakeful-awareness mentioned above has the content - 'the 

self is Brahman', that is, 'my person is truly, the ultimate'. This 

awareness-state is therefore a state beyond descriptive-language; hence, 

a state ,or condition beyond relation. Its logic accommodates that of 

relation-talk without itself being accommodated by this latter logic. 

That is, 'Atman-Brahman'-language its inon-relation'-language. 

Upanisadic doctrine does, however, take 'this conclusion further . 
than it will permi t: and he're I trespass upon the outskirts of the 

next chapter, which will suggest a criticism of the general tenor of this 

doctrine. Part of the speculative periphery of Upanisadic teaching has to 
• 

do with the fate of the less adequate languages when, by contrast with 

the more adequate ones (and especially Brahman-language), they are faced 

with their inadequacy - this revelation is said to end their usefulness • 

.And whenever the teaching is based upon some form of hierarchy, which is 
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more often than not, this latter conclusion tends to be assumed - Le., 

there seems always to lurk the suggestion that the earlier members of 

the hierarchy are necessarily superceded in some deep ontological way 

by the latter members. 

In the above debate between Prajapati and Indra, the four t states' 

spoken of could be linked with four 'degrees of awareness;. And of 

course, this linkage is frequently forged by the Upanisads (instance, . 
M~dukya 3-7; Maitri 7:11:7-8; Prasna 4; and almost the entire Mundaka). . . .......... . ' 

Of these, the ~ in time would be the 'wakefu1-awareness' above, and 

the first in time (though, properly understood, the referent here is 

atemporal), that which misleadingly is called ~turiyaV, or Ofourth 

awareness-degree'. This, being Brahman, defies all effort to be clad 

in words. 

Now, in the teaching-sequence, and, as we have seen, even in the 

vocabulary used to name these ° awareness-degrees' , the order is quite 

the reverse of this temporal one. There is, therefore, every reason 

to expect the teaqhing to view the sequence as writ, also to be a 

sequence of ontological adequacy, such that only °turiya'-language 

suffices for the awareness possi bl.e of Brahman •. In which case, any wake-

ful-awareness of the Union spoken of in VturiyaV-language will be 

precluded as impossible. Through the confusion I will shortly mention, 

wakeful-a~vareness is linked wi th the realm of relation-language, and 

hence shares its fate. 

I do not, for the moment, claim there to be more than:' tendency 

:to conclude in thi,s way oilbout these awareness-degrees; and perhaps even 

the tendency is not in the Upanisads, though I believe it to be. For . 
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example~ note the occasions wi thin Upanisads like Brhad~ranyak~, when 
e • 

the virtues of asclesis and the sanctity of the 'sennyasin' are extolled, 

precisely because each bespeaks a thirst for total retreat. But certainly 

the conclusions in ques tion ~ assumed by 1 ater school s to be more than 

even mere tendenci'es, when tht:!y weave them qui te defini tely into the 

fabric of their doctrine. Hence, within the Yogic and monastic traditions 

of Brahmanism) we find a stress upon total retreat from wordly conditions. 

For if the teaching is that 'turiya' suffices to Brahman-knowing) 

'dreamless sleepi less so, ~dream-awareness' much less so, fu.d vwakeful 

awareness' least of all, total retreat from those domains wi thin which 

these kinds of awareness operate is clearly an act of paramount wisdom. 

Nevertheless, total retreat from all forms of awareness, save 

one, cannot follow from Upanisadic teaching; because, as we have seen, 
• 

that the self 1a Brahman is a discovery: &.d if this can be talked about, 

and the Upanisads themselves bear witness to such talk, then it must be 
• 

a discovery of wakeful-awareness. That is, to speak of it at all entails 

that 'discovery' here means, telev,ation to wakefulness of what was pre-

wakeful'. To talk at all entails wakeful-awareness: and to talk of self-

discovery, do~bly so. 

The error hidden here issues from a twofold confusion: 

(i) one which conflates 'degress of awareness' with °states of beingW by, 

no doubt, mistaking the language of one for the language of the other; 

and (ii) another which muddles talk about 'increasingly more adequate 

understandings' with talk about 'temporal priori~ of awareness-degrees'. 

Indeed, it: ought now to be clear that even the phrase V awareness-degrees' 

lends to this confusion, and would tend to beg the question, were it not 
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clear that no more need be meant by our phrase than - vawareness-modes'. 

For though it is part of the confusion that the Upanisads cio tend to 
• 

consider these 'awarenesseso, increasingly more adequate to Brahman-

knowing, the teacning dema.f"l.ds only that they be considered different 

modes, ranked to show the inadequacy of the various bounded worlds to 

the task of Brahman-knowing. Each of the first three modes do, at least 

sometimes, take certain bounded worlds as their object: ,. and that Brahman-

knowing does not amount to knowledge of these worlds is the only point 

of the hierarchy in question. Ho~vever, due to the above confusions, 

the mere fact of this hierarchy has led to the simple error, that, because, 

for instance, wakeful-awareness is sometimes of bounded things, it must 

therefore a1 ways be of bounded things; which is a simple non segui tur. 

Returning from this excursus into cri ticism, to the centre of 

the present section, let us take a second look at the thought of Martin 

Buber. This time I will borrow from a source in which he directly 

attacks the Upanisads through reference to the 'awareness' doctrine spoken 
• 

of above. We must take this second look, because the present implication -

that talk, adequabe to persons, must be non-relational talk - embodies 

a doctrine which,for the first time, fails to find pari ty among any of 

Bubervs opinions: . not only so, but it quite explicitly contravenes his 

vie'Wpoint. 

Buber voicles his dislike olf mystical teachings, among which he 

numbers the Upanislads, in a doctrine implici t in these v."'Ords: uGenuine 
• 

conversation, a.d therefore every actual fulfillment of relation between 

men, means acceptance of otherness •••• Men need, and it is granted to 

them, to confirm one another in their individual being by means of genuine 
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meetin~seGS-{MartiIil. Buber; 'The Knowledge of Man;; p. 69) He continues: 

wr fellow men, live round about us as components 
of the independent world over against us, but in so 
far as we grasp each one as a human being he ceases 
to be a component and is there in his self-being as 
I am; his being at a dist,snce does not exist merely 
for me, but it cannot be separated from the fact of 
my being at a di stance for him. • • • Rela ti on is 
fulfilled in a" full making present when I thinl< of 
the other not merely as this very one, but experience, 
in the particular approximation of the given moment, 
the experience belonging to him as thi s very one ."I.?~ 
(Duber; op. cit., pp. 70-71) 

Briefly put, he is saying this - a human being achieves person-

hood, only 1a being seen to be an experiencer of the same stuff and 

order as, yet irr~vocably over against, some other human being wi th 

whom, in so becomilng, he communes .. 

"Man wi shes to be confi nned in hi s being by man, and 
wishes to have a presence in the being of the other. 
The human person needs confinuation because man as man 
needs it. An animal does not need to be confinned, for 
it is w'hat it is unquestionably. It is different with 
man: Sent forth from the natural domain of species 
into the hazard of the sol i tary category, surrounded 
by the air of a chaos which came into being with him, 
secretly and bashfully he watches for a Yes which 
allows him to be and which can come to him only from 
one human person to another. I t is from o~e m:m to .Ie.3 7 
another that the heavenly bread of self-being I s passed." 
(Buber; op- ci t., p. 71) 

These few quotations sketch Buber's teaching upon the nature of 

persons in cleareslt outline. And, di rectly applying this teaching to 

Upanisadic thought, he is led to interpret the aforementioned doctrine 
-

of awareness in the following way. I quote at length, for these few 

passages, contained in 'The Knov11edge of Man', enshrine his only 

explicit critique of Upanisadic teaching • . 



Sleep appears here as the way out of the sphere in 
w'hich man is divided from the kernel of being to 
that in wbich he is uni ted ,-i1 th it. The way leads 
beyond the freedom i-ihich unfolds in dreams to uni ty. 
This unity is that of the individual self with the Self 
of being: they are in reality a single self. Their 
disunion in the waking ~-iorld is then the great 
illusion. i~e become independent of the waking world 
in dream and yet remain still imprisoned in it; in 
deep sleep we become free of it and thereby of 
illusion, which alone divides the personal self from 
the Self olf being - an inf ere.nce, t6 be sure. '\.o/h i ch 
was first conclusively drawn in later, more specifically 
philosophical teachings. According to them, the 
existence of man in the world is the existence of a 
world of appearance, a magical deception. But since 
the iden ti ty of the self can be reached only in an 
absolute solitude, such as deep sleep, the existence 
between man and man is alslo ul timately only appearance 
and illusion:'~~(Buber; op. cit.) p. 95) 

And a1 though these slurs upon I/fmagical deceptionU
, uappearance and 
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illusion", whether or not they correctly in terpret 'Maya' 9 say li ttle 

more than he himself already has said, in distinguishing man's illusive 

individuality from his realness in communion, yet does he launch an 

attack upon that which the Upanisads teach as their basis - the identity . 
of Atman wi th Brahman. 

The man w~o adheres to the teaching of identity may, 
of course, ,when he says 'Thou' to a fellow man, say 
to himself 'in reference to the other, 'There are you 
yourself', for he believes the self of the other to 
be identical wi th his. But what the genuine saying 
of 'Thou e no the other in l~e reality of the common 
existence basically means .• namely, the affirmation 
of the primally deep otherness which is accepted and 
loved by me - this is devalued and destroyed in spirit 
through just that identification. The teaching of 
identi ty not only stands irL opposi tion to the belief 
in the true being of a common logos and a common 
cosmos; it also contradicts the arch reality of that 
out of which all community stems - human meeting. 13P 

(Buber; op. cit., pp. 95-96) 

And in a conclusory statement of impeccable clari ty, he avers that, 



Hhen taken seriously in the factual, waking continui ty 
of interc9urse with one another, the 89cient Hindu 
.~ That art thou ~ becomes a postulate or an armihilation 
of the human person, one'.s own person as well as the 
other; for the person is through· and through nothing 
other than uniqueness and thu.s. essentially other than 
all that is over against It.~4CtBuber; OP. cit., p. 96) 
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Now, as noted earlier (see Section 1), this argument begs many 

of the questions at issue. For, lLf the UUniquenessu a person is said 

to be "nothing other than tl is some quality of that being which marks 

it off from other beings (assuming this notion has sense, which I doubt), 

then not only is the supposed conclusion that such a being is "thus 

essentially other than all that is over against it" true by definition, 

and hence unargued for, but the being spoken of is an individual and 

not a person - for this being is here defined in terms of the possibility 

of comparison with Uallthat is over against it". Such a being is the 

.subject, thought of as. an VIt'; as: one half of the 'subject:object' 

situation, in which each half is defined in terms of the other, and 

hence, in each case, detennined by • space :time; boundaries. 

However, if the Uuniquenessu of the being referred to means the 

incomparableness of this being, then Buber's supposed conclusion does not 

follow. Nothing can then be over against it. To speak of it as 

ni~comparable' is'simply to speak of it as ~trafiscendent', to talk in 

a language whose logic is not of bounded things. It can be compared 

with nothing, because, in one sense, it is nothing (no-thing; nirguna; 

arniirta), whilst, in another sense, it is everything (saguna; murta). 

The logic of language about it encompasses all. other logics, without 

itself being encompassed by any of these. nThe miirta (formed) Brahman'4, 

says J. N.' Rawson, ~'is jus t the un:i verse of which the formless Brahman 
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constitutes the Reality of reality (satyasya satvam)n. (J. N. Rawson; 

'The Katha UDani~9dO; p. 37). Hence, in accepting the implication ~hich 

Buber shuns, the Upanisads seem to, embody an authentic and infonnative . 
notion of the 'uniqueness' of the person. 

(v) Finally, in drawing these chapters together some mention 

is needed of the teaching earlier confessed to be unproven -'namely, that 

the ontology which applies as the defined meaning of ~rahman' applies also 

to the ultimate referent of person-language, that this latter referent 

is truly the UI timate Explanation, in every sense, of all there is. This 

can, I believe now be established simply; for all the moves necessary 

have been made. Let us now bring them together. 

To regard a person as a bounded individual is not to regard him 

in a proper l~;ght; for a person is a subject, not an object. ..And if 

so, no grounds remain to assume him conditioned by the logic of boundaries: 

a person', therefore, is at once non-spatial and non-temporal. In which 

case, nothing in logic prohibi ts the referent of person-talk from being 

the Ultimate. That the former might be the latter is an open 

possi bit i ty. 

Now, if talk about the Vl timate can proceed, if, that is, it is 

sensible talk, then the Ultimate must in some way be known. For, since 

the logic of Ultimate-talk must accommodate all others, without itself 

being so accommodated, this logic l.S quaU tati vely other than. the logic 

of any 0 ther language. I t can the refore be unders tood only by someone 

who has, in the appropriate way, been confronted by this other °quality'; 

who has, that is, been confronted by this "incomparableness~' - where 

"confronted" merely means ugiven to, known, and need not denote a relation. 
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However~, 1i>eing the Ul timate Explanation and Source of Dependence 

of the whole world, the Ultimate, or Brahman, cannot be known as one 

dependent part among other dependent parts of' the whole world. It cannot 

be open to interpretation in terms of that which it explains and hence 

transcends. So it must be self-lt.lminous, thclt is, understood in a way 

'which is non-worldly, and which can yet be bIOken upon, or revealed 

in, the world (~ruti): it ,can be spoken of ('~addressedU) by beings who, 

though inadequately, can be said ~:o be worldly. l[ t is known only by 

grasping its own shining forth, only by partaking 1!l this shining forth: 

for being the 'fullness of Being', nothing is over against it, nothing 

can stand apart to grasp it as 'the other'. ~ence, from the standpoint 

of what it is to ,~e in the world,'knowing' him means 'being' him, 

in that sense of knowing in which 'knowingt m:,)"self to be the person I 

am means being the person I am. 

I a.'!l aware of at least two oddi ties ill talking like this: first, 

that such talk may seem to destroy the paradigm of our use of the verb 

I to know', which entails the 'knower::known' d:Lchotomy as a real relation; 

and second, that using the pronoun 'i to may appear to suggest the referent 

to have, in Buber's term, "co-ordinationPP • I think there are at least 

partially satisfying ways of dispelling these oddi ties. 

In the first place, I have argued the use of 'knowing' which 

entails a real relation to be plainly inapplic,:able. Also, however, I have 

argued that 'Ulti,mateO-language is sensible lclllguage, that the referent 

of this language is not merely real., but the clnly being properly deserving 

of the epi thet 'real v. In which (:ase, if one' chooses to call these 

affirmations' 'know1Jedge t , and the "Tord one uses seems scarcely crucial, 
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the Ikno~ving9 here implied cannot be the °lmower:known' dichotomy kind 

of ~knowing'. If, that is, by 'knowledge', we allow ourselves merely 

to me~L, 'the referent of true statements', and, by 'knowing', 'acquiring, 

or having, the ahili ty to make these statements', then we are in 

possession of a theory of knowledge which no longer entails thi s 

dichotomy. .And it may be, as I think it is, that this 'dichotomy' 

use, which entails a real relation, is derived from and secondary to this 

wider use I have suggested ~ve allow ourselves. 

Secondly, the pronouns used in speaking about 'the Ultimate' 

are not used as they would be were they used of objects. They are used 

as personal pronouns are used, and are meant in some way to evoke a 

certain understanding, in some way to affect a certain disclosure. They 

are not meant to describe or pietl.lre something essentially other than 

oneself as speake~. 'Talk about' the Ultimate is not a language use 

which entails the 'dichotomy' sense of tknowing': it is, in fact, the 

UI timate talking~ the UI timate shlning forth. For the Ul timate shows 

itself, and is not: shown. And if these words have been understood, they 

'will have served their purpose and no longer be necessary. They are 

like the ladder Wittgenstein speaks of in his 'Tractatus Logico..Philosophicus', 

'which, once used, 'is needed no more. 

Hence, and this finally concludes the argument, if Ul timate

language or Brahman-language is un.derstood, or can be sensibly voiced, 

the voicer, that is, the u1 timate referent of person-language (atman), 

~ the Ultimate, 1a Brahman. In other words, the ontology which applies 

as the defined meaning of 'Brahman' has now been shown to apply as well 
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to the person, and Upanisadic methods of teaching upon the assumed . 
basis of the 0 Atman-Brahman' equation, fully vindicated. The mi ssing 

link, therefore~ is now in place. 



CH.APTER V 

CRITICISM .AND CONCLUSION 

In bringing to a close this discussion of the Upanisadic doctrine . 
of persons, I have opened the way to criticism of a certain tendency 

. hidden in the heart of this doctr:ine. In moving towards a general 

conclusion, I want first of all to ·look into this tendency in more 

detail .• 

Perhaps no passage better conveys the inclination in question 

than the few words of Mundaka 3:1 ~5 • 

. This self 'tv! thin the body, of the n"Lture of light 
and pure, is attainable by truth, by austerity, 
by right-l~owledge, by the constant (practice) of 
chastity - Him, thj_rscetics with their imperfections 
done away, behold.·~ (Mundak~ 3:1:5; Radhakrisbnan; op. cit.) . ,. 

Or again, from Maitri.: 

"0 Revered One, this body is like a cart wi thout 
intelligence. To what supersensuous being belongs 
such power by which suoh a sort of thing has been 
made intelligent, or in other words, wh.o is its 
mover? WHat you know, 0 Revered One, tell us ,that. 
Then he said to them. 

,'tHe, who is -reputed as standing aloof amidst 
qualities, like those of vigourous chastity, he 
indeed, is! pure, clean, vOlid, tranquil, breathless, 
mindless, . endless, undecaying, steadf ast, eternal, 
unborn, independent. He abides in his own greatness. 
By him this body is set up as possessing intelligence 
or in othelr words, this on.e, verily, 'is its driver.' !4-2.. 

(Mai td 2:3-4; Radhakrishn,an; op. ci.t.) 

The two points, central to the new' dimension I want to give the criticism, 

are patent: (i) that the ultimate referent of person-talk is not the 

body, but wi thin it as the ulnner Controller"; and (ii) that, therefore, 

the pathway or knoiwledge of this referent leads away from the place of 
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this body, into the place of ;SaThLyasa o • 

Now, in phrasing the teaching in these terms, the rs1s have, 

I bel ieve, caught themselves in the web of thei r own roul ti -logical 

systems. For these terms reflect the general tendency I have spoken 

of to regard all hierarchic teaching methods as exercises in ontology 

as hierarchies expressing ever more adequate ontologies. But this 

neither is nor need be so. And when one language is deputed to say 

more about, and hence be more adequate to, the matter in hand, this 

greater adequacy need merely be in the sense of, enabling a heightened 

wakeful-awareness of this subject matter. .And this Usubj ect matter" 

mayor may not be 'how things are t , mayor may not be the nature of 

satyasya satyam; the question at i.ssue mayor may not be one in ontology. 

Take, for instance, ~atha 1:3:10-11: 
• 

'. Beyond the sense there are the essences ('arthas'; i.e., 
'innate concepts') ~ beyond the essences there is the 
mind ('manas'), beyond the mind there is the under
stand~ng (9 buddhi') , and beyond the understanding there 
is the great soul (i atma mahan 0.). 

Beyond the great soul there is the unmanifest 
(~avyaktaOi), and beyond the unmanifest there is the 
spirit ('Bumsa'). Beyond the spirit there ls nothing -
that is the end, that is the highest reach.I.4i3(ltatha 1 :3:10-11; 
Sarma; op •. ci t.) • 

Now, the uever beyond'" tendency of this language suggests that, whenever 

'indriyaU (sense), 'artha', '~"', 'buddhi' and 'avyakta; la."1guages are 

used in speaking about the person ('purusaO), not only do they in each . 
case advert to a specific object peculiar to the specific logic governing 

the language in question, they also. collectively, ever more adequately 

represent the Ultimate. Hence, when all languages but 'puru;a'-language 

are so used, they are assumed to be governed by a logic which is that of 
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non-persons. A similar assumption was made by the \'Jeste,rn Idealists 

when, lvielding a far simpler distinction between 'body' and 'mind', they 

affirmed only 'mi~di (Absolute Spirit)-talk to be about persons-proper. 

But both are assumptions merely, perhaps based on the above tendency to 

assume most substantives, and especially most proper names, to refer to 

some bounded object. 

Now, it clearly is false to imagine talk of a person's 'body' 

(or 'senses', or Imind', or 'buddhit) must necessarily be other than 

talk of that person; that it might, in other words, refer to other than 

this person. On most occasions, our referent will obviously be this 

person. For example, when that which is the referent of body-language 

about me moves, sUich that the referent of personal pronouns used in my 

regard can be held 'responsible' for this movement, this movement is 

clearly movement o!f my person. When I kick, kiss or speak to you, I, 

the person I am, have kicked, kissed or spoken to you. i.nd had some

thing other than che referent of person-talk about me done these deeds, 

they would not then be tracable to. my body, mind, etc. This would be 

compulsive or machine behaviour, o,ver which I cannot be said to wield 

control. There iSI, for instance, a form of psychopathic behaviour which 

is non-personal; slimilarly, insani ty before the Law is a mi tigating . 

plea. 

So then, if I can be held vresponsible' for any piece of behaviour, 

the referent of personal pronouns used of me is the subject of this 

behaviour. And most bodily behaviour, as well as most psyche ('manas;, 

'buddhi', opr~a;, 'atman', etc.) behaviour is quite properly spoken of 

in these personal terms. Wi thou t delving more deeply for the momen t, we 
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can put the distinction we want between body (etc.)-proper behaviour 

which is personal behaviour, and talk about which is person-talk, and 

body (etc. )-as-object behaviour, which i s ~wn-personal, by distinguishing 

a personas body fr0m his corpse. A person's body is not a material 

object. But to expand upon this, we take two further examples from 

the Upenisads • . 
Once or twice in the Upanisads, the tradi tion does tend to make ., 

something like the above distinctllon. Instance, the later Kausitaki-

Brahmana Upanisad 4: 20 which, infonns Ranade, Utells us how the various 

bodily sense are dependent on the self and how the self is immanent 
14-4-

in the 'Whole body." (R. D. Ranade;; 'Constructive Survey of the Upanishads f
; 

p. 134) 

Then in this life-breath (c.E.lI:'~nal) alone he (Vatman i ) 

becomes one. Then speech togetner with all names goes 
to it. The eye together with all foms goes to it. The 
ear together with all sounds goes to it. The mind 
together with all thoughts goes to it. And when he 
awakes, then, as from a blazing fire sparks proceed 
in all directions, even so from this self the vital 
breaths proceed to the! r respective stations; from 
vital breaths, the sense powers; from sense powers the 
worldsa ]his very life-spirit, even the self of 
intelligence has entered this bodily self to the 
very hairs and nails. Just as a razor might be 
hidden in a razor-case or as a fire in the fire-place, 
even so this self of intelligence has entered his 
bodily self up to the very hairs and naUs.'/46 
(Kausl tald-Branmana Up ani sad 4: 20; Radhakri shnan) . .' 

NQw certainly, as Ranade notes, though in words which assume the body-

, as-object meaning of this tenn, and hence overlook its personal sense, 

this passage uleadls to the view th.at the soul fills the whole of the 

body, a doctrine which is not unlikely to have led to the Jaina doctrine 

that as 'large as the body is, even. so large is the soul - that the soul 

of the elephant is, as large as the body of the elephant, whilst the soul 
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of the ant is only as large as the body of the ant." (Ranade; op. cit.) 

p. 134) }~d certainly, this vaguely approaches the notion that, in 

referring to the body of a person, one eo ipso refers to the person. 

But even so, as with Jaina doctrine, so here •. the language is entirely 

in the r;;;".;.:eri""i. In<pde; that is, though the self is here believed to be 

"immanent in the whole body", still do the authors strain to view this 

UbodyU somehow as a container, a material receptacle which, in a strange 

way, has the non-mater! a1 self in every part of it. .I>.nd mostly, even 

this degree of approach is not made to our distinction, and orh;odoxy 

tends, perhaps mO:ll'e misleadingly than through some f aul t of its own, 

in the direction of the confusion spoken of. 

Orthodoxy is well served by Taittiriya 2:2:1-7, a passage with 

which we have already deal t, in another place, for another reason. The 

usual many-language, hierarchical teaching method is evidenced here, 

starting, as we have seen, with the ~tessence of food~t which Ranade 

correctly observes to be "'the physical parts of manu (Ranade; op. ci t., 

p. 46), and which, within Upanisadic tradition simply means 'the body-. 
as-object' • The method then' proceeds through Bl series of phases, each 

of which is said ~o be "the embodied soul" of its immediate predecessor, 

which surrounds arid contains this 1
1soul" as a scabbard would a 'SWord, 

as a sheath, its dlirk, or a skin, its flesh and bone. Each of these 

successive embodied souls is introduced with. the graphic formula -

Udifferent from and wi thin~'. In other words, each phase in the series 

is said to be logically different from its forerunner, approaching ever 

more nearly that phase in which the Ultimate, called, on this occasion, 

'ananda', is understood. 
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Hence, a ina teri a1-mode 10 gi cis employed throughou t, wi th no 

questions raised about its adequacy, to give the impression of a trans

i tion in fact from the physical realm of the fi rst phase (;~nna), to the 

elevated realm of the Ultimate (ananda). It is an: easy move from here 

to suggest that none but 'ananda'-language is adequate to, or even 

possi ble of, pers0n- talk. .And quite as easy is the move to .retreat from 

all realms in which any 'other than • an and a .... 1 anguage is thereby 

believed to have exclusive coinagl=: ascetic isolation from the world 

is, in other words, obviously the outcome. 

However, the theory behind this obvious outcome is quite in

appropriate to the facts of person-language. For whilst it recognizes 

that all person-talk must be about the referent of 'anandao.expressions, 

it fails to see that 'other than Itananda' t -language also p'3rforms, in 

person-talk, a task which is, indeed, no more descriptive than Q~~anda' 

expressions. And this non-descriptive task is, put briefly, to illustrate 

how a person can be referred to by indicating that to which, were the 

referent less than personal, the logic of some 'bounded-object'-language 

would apply: by, for instance, indicating bodies, which, were they less 

than personal, would be properly described as the objects we call 

ucorpsesw 0 

It ought, therefore, to be clear that 'body (etc.)-expressions', 

used of persons, are not expressions whose IG>gic is non-personal, clear, 

that is, that such language is not about objects. Much, of course, 

remains to be said about the logic of W body-proper' and v psyche-proper' 

expressions, but I cannot investigate this remainde~ here. 

Finally, a. word about what I consider to be the central error 
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here, namely - that the logical lineaments of the hierarchic-teachings 

concerning ever more adequate understanding of the cosmos, have been 

visited ,,yithout demur upon b,e teaching concerning persons. The error 

could be put this way: that the logical foundations of the lar..guage 

expressing b~e cosmology have been uncritically imposed upon the language 

expressing the theory of persons. The result is the following quite 

misleading working principle: quite as arriving at a true understandil;1g 

of the created and bounded world :involves, to use a metaphor, 2 re treat' 

from inadequate or partial understandings, just so, arriving at a 

proper understanding of the beings called 'persons' entails a real 

retreat from all conditions which can, in some way, be spoken of in non-

personal terms. And this is clearly a non segui tur. 

Of course, understanding the ultimate referent of person-language 

cannot entail a lolgic which is non-·personal G But this metaphorical 

f retreat' from all non-personal logics in no way involves real retreat 

from the world: ~d if, as the Upanisads teach, and as I have given . 
reasons to accept, the only proper understanding of the world is a 

personal one, purs~it of the logic of person-talk will indeed involve 

effort to exhi hi t the fundamental error of ill non-personal interpretations, 

if these are advanced as the ul timB.te word upon the matter. It will 

indeed involve effort to discredit the Materialist analysis of body-

language, and the 8ehaviouralist analysis of ·psyche-talk. And since 

body and psyche behaviour are person behaviour, retre'at away from 

their worlds will be retreat away from the referent of person-language; 

not as the Upanisads and (perhaps especially) later developments of . 
Yogi.c thought tend to suggest, movement !2. this referent. 



Hence we have traced a full circle to the second of the 'Two 

Pxguments' adduced in concluding the Euber section - the argument 

affirming ~ to be necessary and cruci a1 in the quest for a true 
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ru1d proper understanding of the ultimate referent in question. Now this 

argument makes a ¢onceptual point only in the degree that it makes a 

claim about our Use of the word v.~'. Otherwise, it is advanced for 

its persuasive fo~ce in swaying conviction towards the doing of ~. 

For 'love" refers .not merely to certain actions, but also to the fullness 

of Being. My intention is not sol.ey to make an intellectual point, not 

solely to resolve a conceptual issue. But so far as it is, the 

conclusion offers no revelation, but points simply to a fact about the 

English language - that the word we Use for the notion of dispelling 

estrangement is the word, o~'. And the 'effort' mentioned above to 

show non-personal ~xplanation always less than ultimate, will be the 

effort to so dispe11 estrangement. The approach, therefore, to a 

proper understanding of the ultimate referent in question ~11 be the 

'effortO which, I have argued in culminating the discussion of Buber, and 

once more add in bringing the discussion generally to a close, is 

the meaning we affGrd the active vlerb .. t~t. 
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